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(ABSTRACT)

This study assessed the status of staff development

programs for the identification, assessment, and/or training

of prospective principals in the public school districts in

Virginia. All superintendents were surveyed to determine if

they had programs in effect for the identification, assessment,

and/or development of leadership for prospective principals.

One—hundred and fifteen superintendents responded to the survey.

Ninety—two of them indicated that they did not have programs;

twenty—three did.

Data from the superintendents with programs revealed a

diversity of designs. This suggests that there has not been an

acceptance of any one established practice for the preparation/

training of prospective principals. Rather, the designs have

been adapted to suit the unique circumstances of each school

district. The exceptions to this were found in the systematic

assessment procedures utilized by the majority of the county and



city public school districts. These school districts

implemented the National Association of Secondary School

Principals' Assessment Center for that purpose.

Data further disclosed that superintendents with proqrams

intact agreed that they were a viable means of preparing

individuals for the principalship and were successful. Despite

this, they were split on the issue of whether or not the

programs should be a requirement for individuals aspiring to

the principalship. They agreed that school districts should be

responsible for providing formal preservice programs for

prospective principals and suggested that the programs be intense

and indepth experiences relevant to the everyday work situation

of the principal.
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION y
Over the past fifty years, much has been written about

programs of preparation for principa1s in this country (Pe11icer,

1981). The focus of this body of 1iterature has been

predominate1y directed to the efforts of departments of
T

education in institutions of higher 1earning. The rati0na1e

for this has been quite c1ear. Throughout the evo1ution of

educationa1 administration, departments of education of co11eges

and universities have consistent1y demonstrated their concern

for the need for new know1edge and new strategies of management

encouraged by societa1 change. The new dimensions of pub1ic

education that have been created by societa1 forces have required

ana1yses with regard to their imp1ications to management training

and preparation (Mik1os, 1983). From these ana1yses, co11ege and

university departments of education have assumed the 1eadership in

the deve1opment and imp1ementation of programs "to prepare specia1

kinds of pers0nne1 to dea1 with the prob1ems before education"

(Cu1bertson, 1979, p. 147). Their endeavors have been the

foundation and the cata1yst of programs of preparation for

educationa1 administrators that have been thorough1y de1ineated

in the 1iterature.

The ana1yses of the imp1ications of change on educationa1

management preparation and training have not been 1imited on1y

1
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to the departments of education of colleges and universities.

Public school districts in this country have engaged in the

same scrutiny, and they have begun to develop programs for the

purpose of preparing "special kinds of personnel" (p. l47) for

management. Though not prolific in the research, the impeti of

their efforts have been directed towards a systematic identification,

assessment, and/or development of_capable and well-qualified

administrative personnel to confront and deal with the new

conditions in education. AA specific focus of a number of these

endeavors has been on the identification, assessment, and/or

training of the prospective school principal„

A firm and steadily growing body of research has continued to

document the role of the school principal as the key force in any

kind of educational improvement (Watson, l977). As schools have

become a focal point for political activity, a vehicle of social

reform, and big business, school principals have had to adjust,

expand, and reinterpret their roles (Watson, l977). The emergence

of programs in public school districts for the identification,

assessment, and/or development of leadership, especially with

respect to the principal, has risen out of this awareness that new

skills and new understandings are required of principals in order

to cope with the contemporary challenges in education.

It has been frequently argued that too often, new principals

have discovered themselves caught up in a whirlwind of personal
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and professional survival in the execution of their roles (Pellicer

and Buford, l982). "Armed with little more than a set of keys and

a few graduate courses, new principals have been thrust unprepared

into an administrative jungle. Energy that should be directed

toward providing leadership is spent learning the ropes" (p. 28).

It has become apparent that the programs that have been

introduced by the public school districts in this country represent

a viable effort to bridge the "traditionally wide gap between

administrative theory and the practice of running a school" (p. 28).

"Identifying, assessing, and developing leadership skills have

emerged as a vital interest of all public school systems" (Rohr, l984,

p. l4).
I

Purpose of the Study

In view of the opinion that the identification, assessment, and

development of leadership skills have emerged as a vital interest of

public school systems,especially with respect to the principalship,

the impetus of this research was to assess the status of programs

for these purposes in the public school districts in the Commonwealth

of Virginia.

Statement of the Problem

The major research question that this investigation addressed

was, "what is the status of staff development programs of public

school districts in the Commonwealth of Virginia for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective school principals?“
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Research Questiggs_

In assessing the status of staff development programs of

public school districts in the Commonwealth of Virginia for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals, the following secondary research questions were ·

investigated: .

l._ what are the designs of the staff development programs

for the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals in the Virginia public school districts?

2. How are the staff development programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals administered in the Virginia public school districts?

3. How are the staff development programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals financed in the Virginia public school districts?

4. what are the areas of skill development in the staff

development programs for the identification, assessment, and/or

training of prospective principals in the Virginia public school

districts?

5. What influences do the staff development programs for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals exert on the selection of new principals in the

Virginia public school districts?

6. Is there a consensus among the superintendents in



Virginia about the future of staff development programs of public

school districts for the identification, assessment, and/or

training of prospective principals?

Definition of Terms _

For purposes of this_investigation, the following definitions

applied:

Assessment Centgp_— A strategy adopted from industry and developed

by the National Association of Secondary School Principals for the

identification of persons capable of becoming educational leaders.

Competency-Based Trainipg_— Systematic assessment of the prospective

administrat0r's performance at various levels of training until a

desired level of mastery is achieved.

Field—Based Training - A term which refers to "on the job training"

and is synonymous with internships and practicums.

Internal Staff Development Program — An in—house activity for the

professional and personal growth of a specific group of employees.

Leadership Skills — Knowledge, understanding, and ability to influence

others to work toward some predetermined objective.

Management Skillg_- Knowledge, understanding, and ability in

performing the classic management functions of planning, organizing,

staffing, leading and controlling.

Personnel_Qfjjpgp - The chief person who guides and directs personnel

within a school district in all areas including leadership within

the framework of educational code and district policy.



Principal - An individual who guides and directs the total

operation of a school plant in all areas including leadership

and direction of the instructional programs, and supervises and

evaluates the co-administrators, teachers, and staff of the

school plant organization within the framework of educational

code and school district policy.

Public School District - A local, independent government created

by the state for the purpose of conducting a system of public

education within a prescribed geographical area.

Superintendent — The chief executive officer of the school district

who is entrusted with full authority for the leadership and

management of schools.

Limitations of the Study

This research was delimited to a survey of public school

superintendents in the Commonwealth cf Virginia. More specifically,

it was delimited to superintendents of public school districts in

Virginia who had a staff development program in operation for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals.

In utilizing the survey process to gather information on the

staff development programs of Virginia public school districts for

the systematic identification, assessment, and or training of

prospective principals, the limitations were the following:

l. Surveys only tap respondents who are accessible and cooperative.
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2. Surveys often make the respondent fee1 specia1 or unnatura1

and thus produce responses that are artificia1 or s1anted.

3. Surveys arouse 'response sets‘ such as acquiescence or a

proneness to agree with positive statements or questions.

4. Surveys are vu1nerab1e to over-rater or under-rater bias —

the tendency for some respondents to give consistent1y

high or 1ow ratings.

5. In the case of interviews,biased reactions can be e1icited

because of characteristics of the interviewer or respondent,

or the combination, that e1icit an undu1y favorab1e or

unfavorab1e pattern of responses (Isaac and Mitche11, 1981,

p. 128).

Significance of the Study

This investigation was time1y because it addressed a contemporary

issue in educationa1 administration. Thought not pro1ific in the

1iterature, there is evidence that pub1ic schoo1 districts in this

country have begun to deve1op and initiate staff deve1opment programs

for the purpose of identifying, assessing, and/or deve10ping potentia1

schoo1-based 1eaders and managers. A firm and steadi1y growing body

of research has documented the ro1e of the schoo1 principa1 as the key

force in any kind of educationa1 improvement (Watson, 1977). As

schoo1s have become a foca1 point for po1itica1 activity, a vehic1e of

socia1 reform, and big business, schoo1 principa1s have had to adjust,

expand, and reinterpret their ro1es (Watson, 1977). Too often, new
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principals have discovered themselves caught up in a whirlwind of

personal and professional survival (Pellicer and Buford, l982).

"Armed with little more than a set of keys and a few graduate courses,

neophyte principals have been thrust unprepared into an administrative

jungle. Energy that should be directed toward providing leadership

is spent learning the ropes“ (p. 28).

In view of the opinion that "identifying, assessing, and

developing leadership skills have emerged as a vital interest of all

public school districts" (Rohr, l984, p. l4), it was anticipated that

the disclosures of this research might reveal a developing trend

among public school districts to develop programs to help "bridge

the traditionally wide gap between administrative theory and the

practice of running a school" (Pellicer and Buford, l982, p. 28).



. CHAPTER 2 V
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter was to study the literature as it _

related to programs of school systems for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prosoective principals.

Management Traininc for Princioals: The_Begjggiggs

Although much has been written about programs of preparation

for educational administrators over the past fifty years, "it is

relatively a new phenomenon" (Pellicer, Allen, Tonnsen and Surratt,

l98l, p. l3). The notoriety of these programs has increased over

the past thirty years because of the change that has occurred in

the field of educational administration. Throughout each decade

of change in education, each new development has encouraged

analyses in terms of its implication to management training and

preparation (Miklos, l983). The rationale has been simple.

Changes in the... "social, political, and educational forces in

the environment have affected the process of education and have

created challenges for educational administrators. Administrators

need to be knowledgeable about the impact of these forces if schools

are to be responsive and adaptable" (Podemski, l980, p. 29).

The commitment to and the support for preparatory programs

for principals have been most definitive in this country (Miklos,

l983). Goldhammer (l983) has indicated that Callahan and Button

characterized the evolution of school administration up to l950

9
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in four stages. The first stage(1865-1900) concentrated on the

estab1ishment of a viab1e pub1ic schoo1 system with a credib1e

teaching force. Emphasis in the second stage (1900-1913) was

on the shaping of a universa1, free pub1ic schoo1 system that

wou1d meaningfu11y adapt to the needs of a society affected by

the Industria1 Revo1ution and immigration. The professiona1ization

of educationa1 administration and the emergence of the principa1

as "the manager" occupied the third stage (1913-1930) of 4

evo1ution. It was in this period that preparatory programs for

principa1s emerged in the attempt to create a structure of

know1edge foundations for the fie1d. The estab1ishment of a

certification requirement for principa1s re1ated to some approved

program of training was an offspring of this era (Mik1os, 1983).

The consensus and estab1ishment of certification standards for

principa1s arose from topics of study regarding the position of the

principa1ship in departments of education of universities (Pe11icer,

A11en, Tonnsen, and Surratt, 1981). As ear1y as 1913-1914, Co1umbia

University deve1oped a course re1ating to the principa1ship

(Pe11icer, A11en, Tonnsen, and Surratt, 1981). Pe11icer, A11en

Tonnsen and Surratt (1981) denoted that the concern for professiona1

training for high schoo1 principa1s was ref1ected in a 1930 artic1e

by Eikenberry in which he out1ined the fo11owing graduate training

program for certification:
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I. Fundamenta1 courses

A. Phi1osophy of education

B. Educationa1 psycho1ogy

·C. Genera1 introduction to pub1ic schoo1 administration

D. History of modern education

E. Organization of American secondary education

F. Educationa1 statistics

II. Courses dea1ing specifica11y with the work of the high schoo1

principa1

A. High schoo1 administration

B. High schoo1 supervision

C. High schoo1 curricu1um

D. Administration and supervision of pupil activities

E. Administration of pupi1 guidance

F. Tests and measurement in secondary education

G. Pub1ic re1ations

III. Courses in administration usua11y designed for the schoo1

superintendent

A. Schoo1 finance
O

B. Business management

C. Construction and equipment of schoo1 bui1dings

IV. Thesis dea1ing with a practica1 prob1em in secondary schoo1

,

administration (p.147).
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To complement this professional training, Pellicer, Allen,

Tonnsen, and Surratt (l98l) noted that Eikenberry (l930)

suggested a practical training inservice to afford students the

opportunity to put into practice the techniques that were learned

in the courses. "This practicum would enable the prospective

principal to enter his first principalship with confidence in his

ability to organize, administer, and supervise the school in

accordance with the best theory and practice" (p.l4).

The fourth period of evolution of school administration was

characterized by the continued professionalism of school

administration (Goldhamer, l983). Goldhammer indicated that

Callahan and Button portrayed this stage as a time which saw

legislation for certification requirements for school

administrators emerge. It became a period of greater prominence

for professional organizations for administrators. From this time

on, it became apparent that new knowledge and new strategies of

management had to continuously be developed to confront and to

accommodate each new condition that impacted the country.

From these influences: (l) The consensus regarding

certification for principals; (2) the establishment of specialized

graduate programs for principals; and (3) the linking of

certification to university study; the foundation for the training

of principals was laid (Miklos, l983).
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Content and Methodoiogy of Training Programs

"Even though the years since 1954 have been times of great

activity in the preparation of administrators, the content and

methodo1ogy of idea1 training programs have remained uncertain"

(Griffiths, 1977, p. 40). Griffiths (1977) has attributed this

uncertainty to "the co11apse of consensus" (p. 402), a disorder

of American institutions. Studies that have been conducted

regarding the content and methodo1ogy of training for principa1s

have i11ustrated Griffith‘s notion.

Pe11icer, A11en, Tonnsen, and Surratt (1981) have indicated

that Mclntyre (1979) determined that a program of training for

principa1s shou1d incorporate "organizationa1 behavior and

deve1opment, po1icy studies, decision making, human re1ationships,

1eadership, instructiona1 improvement, management science and

schoo1 1aw" (p. 17). Pe11icer, A11en, Tonnsen, and Surratt (1981)

V have noted that Girard (1978) suggested that training programs for

principa1s shou1d inc1ude (1) the addition of more courses; (2) the

requirement of minors in a specified area; (3) the housing of a11

schoo1 of administration under one roof; and (4) the cooperation

between various schoo1s of administration (p. 17). In enumerating these

training components, Pe11icer, A11en, Tonnsen, and Surratt (1981)

have noted that Girard (1978) reported that "schoo1s of education

in the 1970’s had provided students with a 'manageria1' overview

of administrative issues and prob1ems; put they had not generated
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administrative theory. They simp1y borrowed it from other

discip1ines" (p. 16).

Pe11icer, A11en, Tonnsen, and Surratt (1981) have denoted

that Faber and Shearron (1970) estab1ished that

a modern preparatory program for e1ementary schoo1

principa1s inc1udes courses in genera1 administration

taken in company with candidates fer other kinds of

administrative positions, courses in socia1 and

behaviora1 sciences, and courses in e1ementary schoo1

curricu1um and administration. It uti1izes such

instructiona1 techniques as the case study method,

the use of simu1ated situation or other devices to ·

he1p bridge the gap between theory and practice.

It may uti1ize the internship as a means of

providing some on—the—job experience for those with

no or 1imited administrative experience (p. 16).

Pe11icer, A11en, Tonnsen, and A11en (1981) have suggested

that Dawson (1961) discovered four major types of content patterns

in training programs for e1ementary principa1s. These content

patterns consisted of the fo11owing:

1. No specia1 work in administration

2. One or two required courses p1us e1ectives

h 3. Severa1 required courses in administration coup1ed with

some graduate work in psycho1ogy, socio1ogy, anthropo1ogy, and
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related behavioral sciences

4. A year of graduate work including administrative

knowledge and theory, behavioral sciences, technical skills, and

electives (p. 16).

The Cooperative Program in Education Administration (CPEA)

initiated in the early l950‘s encouraged the improvement of

training programs for administrators through new inservice and

preservice preparation programs. (Pellicer, Allen, Tonnsen, and

Surratt (1981). Research studies have revealed that, "Courses were

less fragmented. Seminar opportunities were increased, and other

discipline were becoming involved in the training of administrators"

(Pellicer, Allen, Tonnsen, and Surratt, 1981, p. 16). The changes

that had occurred in methodology had caused emphasis to be directed

to field studies and laboratory—type experiences determined by

individual student needs. Training incorporating internships had

increased (Pellicer, Allen, Tonnsen, and Surratt, 1981). Despite

these changes and new emphases, Pellicer, Allen, Tonnsen, and Surratt

(1981) have cited that a study by Moore (1957) revealed that

weaknesses still existed in training programs for principals. These

problems included the following:

1. The profession at large has not yet reached agreement

on the core of content which should be offered.

2. we have not as a profession taken an adequate look at
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the total education of school administrators,

including their undergraduate experiences. As long _

as teacher education is the base for subsequent

administrator preparation, then the quality or

requirements of teacher education are of vital

concern to professional level training.

3. There is a deadening repetition of content.

4. The education of school administrators is still

affected too strongly by the traditional graduate

requirements imposed by university-wide graduate

councils.

5. Most programs in school administration are still

inadequate in their attention to administrative

processes. There is, in most cases, an under-

emphasis on the variables in school administration

as contrasted with the constants. Important as both

may be, courses and field experiences must be found

which put the administration student in a position

to try out as well as to study the unpredictable

demands which are placed upon school administrators.

6. Deans and professors who have responsibility for

planning training programs for administrators must

find ways to appraise the results of recent success

in bringing other disciplines into the training
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of administrators (p. 16).

Commenting on training programs for principa1s in 1954,

Pe11icer, A11en, Tonnsen and Surratt (1981) have denoted that

Otto (1954) asserted that, "Too many co11eges have a piecemea1

program and too few institutions have a broad1y designed and

competent1y staffed program" (p. 15). However, with the

imp1ementation of the two-year training program by some

universities which inc1uded an internship, Pe11icer, A11en,

Tonnsen and Surratt (1981) have cided Otto's (1954) notion

that "though not a panacea, they were a kind of broad and

thorough preparation demanded by the principa1ship (p. 15).

Cu1bertson (1979) has asserted that though the adequacy of

preparation programs for principa1s had been questioned, few

questions had been raised about the need for the effective

preparation of educationa1 managers and 1eaders.

...education and training, especia11y for those on

the job, represent a strategy for organization and

individua1 renewa1 which is strong1y needed today

since the forces for change which were inherent in

the ear1ier era of expansion are no 1onger with us.

More and more studies are documenting the key ro1es

of principa1s, superintendents, and other

administrators in any effort to improve education;

and a re1ated c0ro11ary is gaining support to the
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effect that those who wou1d be Teaders must

· a1so be Tearners (p. 147).

The Ro1e of the Principal

LoPresti has suggested that the ro1e of the principa1 was

once simp1e and straightforward. The principa1’s duties were

c1ear1y defined and firm1y grounded in 1aw as ref1ected in the

fo11owing from the Ca1ifornia Education Code of 1925:

1. The principa1 was responsib1e for discip1ine

first and the educationa1 program second.

2. The principa1 was to ho1d month1y fire dri11s.

3. Both principa1 and teachers were he1d

responsib1e for keeping the schoo1 bui1ding

'neat, c1ean, sanitary, and in proper condition

for dai1y inspection.'

4. The principa1 was to assure that the scho01rooms

were venti1ated, and he was to ‘give vigi1ant

attention to temperature and 1ighting' (p. 32).

Since that time, the ro1e of the principa1 has become a more

comp1ex one. The duties and responsibi1ities of the principa1

have become more diverse and demanding (LoPresti 1982).

K1of, Sche1don, and Brennan (1982) have estab1ished that in

defining the ro1e of the principa1, one shou1d begin with a 1ist

of attributes a schoo1 principa1 shou1d have or shou1d deve1op.

They have suggested the fo11owing qua1ities a principa1 shou1d
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possess: 1
1. Integrates the wor1d of ideas, know1edge,

cu1ture, and the arts;

2. Re1ates to others as equa1s and as individua1s;

3. Demonstrates initiative and curiosity;

4. Recognizes own needs and distinguishes them

from the needs of others;

5. Uses wisdom and judgment;

6. Motivates and generates productivity in others

through perseverance and vision;

7. Deve1ops open and honest re1ationships with a

wide range of peop1e of various age 1eve1s with

different backgrounds, 1ife experiences, and in

a wide range of authority ro1es;

8. Provides an environment where others fee1 the

freedom to examine themse1ves and raise questions

without fee1ing misjudgment, rejection, or

manipu1ation by the 1eader;

9. Functions as a person with commitment to cu1tura1

p1ura1ism, socia1 justice and the democratic

process, and with invo1vement, integrity, honesty,

adaptabi1ity, creativity, imagination, openness,

and a sense of humor;

10. Functions ana1ytica11y and 1ogica11y, conceptua1izes
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and genera1izes; uses numbers and basic mathematica1

constructs, can to1erate ambiguity;

11. Communicates effective1y in writing and speaking;

12. Demonstrates the se1f—assurance necessary to earn

the support of others;

13. Grows professiona11y through continuous 1earning;

(14. Perceivesse1f as an agent of change, working for

se1f and organizati0na1 renewa1;

15. Enjoys ro1e and has career satisfaction in its

status and recognition;.
L

16. Has vigor and energy in approaching these tasks;

17. Is oriented toward organizationa1 and se1f

fu1fi11ment, and has socia1 responsibi1ity;

18. Views se1f as a practica1 1eader with a wi11ingness

to take carge;

19. Knows and is sensitive to the use of power;

20. Has high expectations of chi1dren and adu1ts;

h01ds a vision of exce11ence, yet can accept the

1imitations of others (p. 36).

From these attributes, K1off, Sche1don, and Brennan (1982) have

indicated that the taxonomy shou1d progress to the ro1e of the schoo1

principa1. They have defined the ro1e of the schoo1 principa1 as

that which "encompasses a11 activities essentia1 to providing an

optimum Iearning environment that nurtures the cognitive, affective,
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social, and aesthetic development of its children and youth"

(p. 36). Griffiths (l977) has acknowledged Lazarfsfeld's

succint framework of administrators‘ tasks as a basis for

describing what administrators do. He has contended that

Lazarfsfeld's framework consisted of four major tasks for which

administrators should be accountable:

l. The administrator must fulfill the goals of the

organization.

2. The administrator must make use of other people in

fulfilling their goals, not as if they were

machines, but rather in such a way as to release their

imagination and creativity.

3. The administrator must also face the humanitarian

aspects of his job. He wants people who work for

him to be happy. This is morale - the idea that

under suitable conditions people will do better

work than they will under unsuitable conditions.

4. The administrator must try to build into his

organization provisions for innovation, for

- change, and for development. In a changing

world, people and organizations must adjust to

changing conditions. The conditions for change

must be incorporated into the organization so

that there may be a steady process of development
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rather than a series of sudden disruptive

innovations.

In summary, the administrator attempts to fulfill the

goals of the organization, with the help of people,

in a setting which increases the oossibility for

creativity, for development, and for change (p. 4ll).

In the interpretation of Klof, Scheldon, and Brennan (l982)

it has often been assumed that the activities they have referenced

relate to the classic management functions to leading an

organization. Cawelti (l98l) has suggested, however, that "the

activities" do not really mean management in the sense of its

classic functions. "Instead. they are really referring to

operations - a maintenance role in handling logistics, schedule,

policy interpretation, and so on" (p. 7).

The classic management functions have been characterized as

planning, organizing, staffing, leading, and controlling

(Dessler l982). "All managers — whether they are foreman at IBM,

city managers, school principals, or bank managers — carry out

these five basic functions" (Dessler, l982, p.3). Dessler (l982)

has defined the special activities incorporated in each management

function as follows:

l. Planning: Setting goals and targets; developing

rules and procedures; developing plans {both for
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yourself and_for those who work with you);

forecasting ~ predicting what the future holds

in store. -

2. Organiziggg Deciding what activities your unit

must perform, and giving each subordinate a

separate task; setting up departments; delegating

authority to subordinates; establishing a 'chain

of command' (ih other words, channels of

authority and communication); coordinating the

work of your subordinates.

3. Staffing: Deciding what type of people should

be hired; recruiting prospective employees;

selecting employees; setting performance standards;

training and developing employees.

4. Leading: Getting others to get the job done;

maintaining morale; motivating subordinates.

5. Qggjgg[[Lhyl: Setting standards, such as sales

quotas, quality standards, or production levels;

checking to see how actual performance compares

with these standards; taking corrective action

as needed. At Chase, this meant that emoloyees

(including the new, young managers) had to be

given specific standards to shoot for and that

their actual performance then had to be
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compared with these standards and evaluated

(pp. 3-4). .

Ogerational Functjggs_

Cawelti (l98l) has denoted that the activities of the

principal have pertained to the operational or maintenance

tasks that are performed, not the classic management functions.

Pitner (l98l) has suggested the following activities from

empirical observational studies of the tasks superintendents,

assistant principals, and principals perform that are

operational in nature:

l. Low degree of self initiated tasks

2. Many activities of short duration

3. Discontinuity due to interruptions

4. The needs of others in the organization, superseding

prior plans

5. Face-t0—face verbal contacts with one other person

6. An extensive network of individuals/groups

internal and external to the school district

7. A hectic and unpredictable flow of work

8. Numerous unimportant; decisions and trivial

agenda

9. Few attempts at written communication

lO. Events occurring in or near the administrator's

office
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ll. Interactions predominately with subordinates

12. A preference for problems and information that are

specific, rather than_general; concrete, solvable,

and currently pressing (pp.6~8),Et

is evident that the demands placed on the principal require a

variety of leadership competencies from which selected skills

can be chosen to meet the demands of each role expectation

(Klopf, Scheldon, and Brennan, 1982).

[he_§oncept of_teggershjp

The concept of leadership has been fairly easy to define,

but a difficult one to study and understand (Dessler 1982).

Dessler (1982) has supported the case in definition by

asserting that "leadership occurs whenever one person influences

another to work toward some predetermined objective" (p. 38).

He has further suggested that the difficulty in the study and

understanding of it "is because effective leadership entails

all component activities that a leader must be involved in, such

as motivating employees, helping them set goals, and engaging in

management by objectives" (p. 381). Despite this phenomenon, a

large body of knowledge has been acquired about leadership theory

in the effort to understand, explain. and predict why some

leaders are better than others (Dessler 1982).

l€..D19.1E..l1lä(E.Y;llil—.ä‘ij.€eY;?„lLil°.
Dessler (1982), Fiedler (1974) and Chemers (1974) have
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indicated that the trait approach to leadership emerged from

the studies conducted by the American Psychological Association

at the beginning of world Har I, and the personnel testing

movement following the war. Initially, it was difficult to

conclusively describe traits that characterized effective

leaders. However, Professor Edwin Ghiselli in his study of

300 managers from 90 different businesses in the United States,

discovered six traits which characterized effective leaders.

The most significant trait that emerged from these studies

was the capacity of managers "to direct the work of others and

to organize and integrate their activities so that the goal of

the work group could be attained" (Dessler l982, p. 38).

Effective managers were also found to be intelligent, decisive,

and self-assured than less effective ones. Additionally,

effective managers were more achievement oriented and possessed

a high need for self actualization. From the research on trait

theory, the focus was to explain leadership on the basis of

what the leader was.

Thg_BehavioralDessler

(l982), Fiedler (l974), and Chemers (l974) have

indicated that the basic assumption underlying behavioral

leadership theory has been that there are two major functions

that leaders perform: (l) Accomplishing the task, and (2)

satisfying employee needs. Tne literature has suggested that
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a number of different leadership styles have been associated

i

with these fundamental task and people dimensions, and research

has addressed how they impact employee morale and performance

(Dessler l982). _

Two leadership styles that have been associated with the

task and people dimensions have been the Structuring and

Considerate Leadership Styles (Dessler l982). Dessler (l982)

has noted that Lowin, Hrapchak and Kavanaqh (l969) have conveyed

that these styles emerged from the l945 research at Ohio State

University which produced the Leader Behavior Description

Questionnaire (LBDO). They have characterized each in the

following manner:
Consideration

l. He expresses appreciation when one of us does a

good job.

2. He stresses the importance of high morale among

those under him.

3. He treats all his foremen as his equals.

4. He is friendly and can be easily approached.

Initiating_§trggtgrg

l. He rules with an iron hand.

2. He insists that his fdreman follow standard ways

of doing things in every detail.

3. He insists that he be informed on decisions made
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by foreman under him.

4. He 'needles' foremen under him for greater effort.

5. He decides in detail what shall be done and how

it shall be done (p. 384).

Concurrent with the research at Ohio State University

was a project at the University of Michigan Research Center which

led to the identification of two more leadership styles (Dessler

1982). Dessler (1982) has acknowledged that Likert and his

associates concluded from their studies that the best leaders

were employee centered: "Supervisors with the best record of

performance focus their primary attention on the human aspects

of their subordinates’ problems and on endeavoring to build

effective work groups with high performance goals" (p. 383). Dessler

(1982) has suggested some considerations in the interpretation of

Likert‘s findings. Although his findings supported the notion that

most effective leaders are generally employee centered, that is not

always the case. The production—oriented leader sometimes has the

high performing group. Further, the employee—centered leader is "not

just a nice guy who relies on the morale and good nature of his

staff to get the job done" (p. 385). The employee-centered leader

also sees that employees have clear, high performance goals (Dess1er

1982).

From the research begun at the University of Michigan, Dessler

(1982) has suggested that a distinction between close and general
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styles of leadership have also emerged. Close supervision was

conceptualized as "one end of a continuum that characterizes a

leader who specifies the roles of subordinates and checks to

see that compliance to specifications is accomplished" (p. 386).

At the opposite end of the continuum is the laissez-faire leader

who takes a completely "hands off" position with employees

(Dessler 1982). In the middle of the continuum is the general

leader.

Dessler (1982), Fiedler (1974), and Chemers (1974) have

indicated that the work of Tannenbaum and Schmidt distinguished

between autocratic and participative leadership styles. The

differences between the two styleshave been in who makes the

decisions for the group (Dessler 1982). The autocratic leader

makes a decision and announces it; the participative leader

involves the group to the decision making (Dessler 1982).

According to Dessler (1982), Fiedler (1974), and Chemers (1974),

Yetton and Vroom suggested that there are several possible degrees

of participative leadership. Three of the possible degrees are

as follows:

1. No participation (autocratic) stylg; You solve

the problem or make the decision yourself using

information available to you at the time.

2. Middle of the ropg_stylg; You share the problem

with relevant subordinates individually, getting
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their ideas and suggestions without bringing them

together as a group. Then you make the decision

which may or may not reflect your subordinate's

influence.

3. Participativewstyjjgz You share a problem with

your subordinates, as a group. Together you

generate and evaluate alternatives and attempt

to reach agreement (consensus) on a solution.

Your role is much like that of a chairperson.

You do not try to influence the group to adopt

"your" solution and you are willing to accept

and implement any solution which has the support

of the entire group (Dessler l982, p. 386).

From the research on behavioral leadership, several conclusions

V
have been established. The leader who appreciates the individuality

of his employees and treats them as valuable and important

resources, generally have individuals who are more than satisfied

with work (Dessler l982). Secondly, employee—centered leadership

is usually related to higher employee output. Third, a leader's

style alone does not determine effectiveness. Other things such

as goal setting and providing incentives contribute to a leader‘s

effectiveness (Dessler l982). Finally, in many situations,

leadership that is production—centered can be more effective than

employee centered leadership (Dessler l982). Dessler (l982) has
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denoted that Likert had supported this notion through the

following comments: A _
Although the research findings show that (Employee-

centered leadership) is more often characteristic

of the operation of the high-producing managers than

the low, the results do not show that all high-

producing managers adhere to this pattern.

Technically competent, job centered, insensitive, and

tough management can achieve related high productivity.
u

The evidence clearly indicates that if this kind of

supervision is coupled with the use of tight controls

on the part of the line organization, impressive

productivity can be achieved. Members of units whose

supervisors use these high pressure methods, however,

are more likely to be among those who have the least

favorable attitudes toward their work and their

supervisors and are likely to display excessive waste,

scrap loss, and turnover. In general, these are the

work groups which showed the greatest hostility and

resentment toward management, the least confidence and

trust in their supervisors, the largest number of

grievances that go to arbitration, and the greatest

frequency of slowdown, work stoppages, and similar

difficulties.
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lt is important also to recognize that the

research findings...do not support the conclusion

that every organization in which there are high

levels of confidence and trust, favorable attitudes,

and high levels of job satisfaction will be highly

productive. Even though a manager may have built

his department into an organization with these

qualities, his department will not achieve high

productivity unless leadership and the decision-

making process used by the organization result in

the establishment of high performance goals by the

members for themselves. High performance goals as

well as favorable attitudes must be present if an

organization is to achieve a high degree of

productivity (p. 390).

The Contingency Theory of Leadership

Dessler (1982), Fiedler (1974), and Chemers (1974) have

established that a program of research begun in 1951 by Fred

Fiedler focused on situational factors that determined leader

effectiveness. Dessler (1982) indicated that at the foundation

of Fiedler‘s theory "are three situational factors: (a) Leader-

Member relations, (b) task structure, and (c) position power

(p. 390).

Dessler (1982) has explained the first factor as the
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ability of the leader to get along with his employees to the

extent that they have confidence in him and are loyal to

him. In the explanation of task structure, Dessler (1982)

suggested that tasks that are highly structured give the

leader more influence than tasks that are unstructured and

nebulous. . .

Dessler (1982) has described Fiedler‘s "position power"

as the "degree to which the job enables the leader to get

his group members to comply with and and accept direction and

leadership" (p. 391). In explaining Fiedler‘s notion, Dessler

(1982) has suggested that leaders have more influence and power

if they are able to hire, fire, reprimand, and so on.

Dessler (1982), Fiedler (1974), and Chemers (1974) have

implicated from Fiedler's research that there are no single

set of traits or leadership style that will be effective in all

situations. On the other hand, Dessler (1982) has suggested

that a leader's intelligence, maturity, and decisiveness may

be important determinants of successful leadership.

Because of his beliefs that a leader's main purposes are to

establish and clarify goals, Dessler (1982), Chemers (1974), and

Fiedler (1974) have denoted that Robert House proposed another

kind of contingency leadership theory called Path»Goal Theory.

The philosophy of this theory is quite simple. "Setting clear

goals for subordinates and explaining to them why these goals
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are important are basic functions leaders should perform"

(Dessler, 1982, p. 393). Thus from the research on situational

leadership, the implications have been on the importance of

fitting the leader to the task.

The Ideal Leader: AL§gmmary_

The research on leadership has contributed to an

understanding of how leaders can be effective. From the trait

theory, it has been recognized that an effective leader

displays initiative, self-assurance, and decisiveness, and

is generally more intelligent and competitive (Dessler 1982).

From the styles theory, it has been supported that the more

successful leader is considerate and supportive of his people.

Successful leaders are cognizant of the individuality of their

subordinates and their need to feel useful and important

(Dessler 1982). In addition to these universal leadership

qualities, the situational theories have implicated that

effective leaders are able to adjust their styles to the

situation.

The principles that have emerged from the research on

leadership and leadership effectiveness have been summarized

by Dessler (1982) as followsz

1. A leader shgglg_prgyjge„thg_rgggigeg_direction.

Subordinates often expect to be led and almost

always expect to be given clear, unambiguous
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performance standards. Few things will more

quickly undermine a leader s influence than his
I

or her constantly referring decisions to his group

or telling subordinates 'it’s up to y0u,' or

permitting others to make decisions for him. Even

behavioral scientists (who are often biased_toward

participative leadership) agree that there are

many times.when a take-charge leader is required.

2. ß_legger_mpst_hayepjpjlpeppe„ In addition to

providing direction, a leader‘s second main task

is to influence his or her subordinates to get

the job done. Such influence stems from several

sources including: The leader‘s position in the

~ organization; his or her intelligence and decisiveness;

his ability to reward and punish subordinates; and

his subordinates' dependence on him.

3. Respect subordinatesl_individggljty, Considerate,

supportive leader consistently have the most

satisfied subordinates. The need to treat people

with respect and honesty has emerged as a very

important element in motivation and leadership.

The fact is that in our country today most employees'

basic needs -- for food, health, money, and so on

are fairly well satisfied. But there is one need
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which is seldom gratified. Maslow refers to

this need as the need for esteem and for

self—actualization. Herzberg calls it recognition.

Atkinson calls it the need to achieve. But in

one form or another it is a need all people have

to feel important and to be treated as valuable

and respected individuals capable af getting

the job done.
x

Zt ä¢1;.i@d.~;e.¢.<äE=.~e@e„9eel.$..ee<Lcere¤s;@.e¤.te.'d¤.¢.e—
To repeat, though, being considerate does not

necessarily mean not giving orders or setting

goals, people werk better when they know what their

goalf; are and thai. l.h«= 5.Landard·; hy which I,h«·_y are

evaluated are consistent and fair.

5. Leadershjp_js_mgltj;jggetgg„ Effective leadership

requires more than having the right traits or

style. Effective leadership entails positive

reinforcement, goal setting, and performance

_ appraisal (pp. 397-398).
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TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS:

TRADITIONAL ISSUES AND TRENDS

Griffiths (1977) has indicated that there are two

predominate issues in the preparation of educationa1

administrators: (1) Shou1d administrators be trained and

educated so1e1y in bona fide universities? and (2) Shou1d

training programs be designed into the competency mode?

University Preparation

Er1andson (1979) has estab1ished that a confused picture

is painted in regard to the academic preparation of schoo1

administrators. "States genera11y require at 1east a Master's

Degree, with a majority of the courses being required in

Educationa1 Administration. Some states require a minimum

of 45 or 6O hours of graduate credit" (p. 151). Eriandson

(1979) has indicated, however, from 6 nationai study of

eiementary principa1s conducted by Herriott and Gross, 1959-

64, that a negative corre1ati0n was found between the number

of courses taken in Educationa1 Administration by individua1s

and their indicators of success (Er1andson, 1979).

The 1ack of a c1ear direct corre1ation between

academic coursework in Educationa1 Administration

and success on the job may be to a great degree

the resu1t of fai1ure to provide the prospective

schoo1 administrator with the concrete experiences
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that alone can provide fertile soil for the

development of the profession‘s abstractions

that are articulated in the academic classroom.

A standard tool of the profession for fulfilling

this task is the professional internship,

sponsored by the university and taking place

primarily in a school setting.

Pellicer, Allen, Tonnsen, and Surratt (l98l) have denoted

that Mclntyre (l979) suggested that university preparation

should encompass study in organizational behavior and

development, policy studies, decision making, human relationships,

leadership, instructional improvement, management science and

school law (p. l7). His rationale was based on the notion that

the future job roles of individuals are usually unknown at the

time a student enters a preparatory program. The variety and

number of positions that fall within the context of educational

administration create an impossibility in tailoring specialized

programs for students at the Master‘s Degree level. (Pellicer,

et. al., p. l7). A l977 study conducted by the National Association

of Secondary School Principals concerning the university courses

principals considered essential to their preparation, disclosed a

majority (70% on each course) selecting (l) school law, (2) curriculum

and program development, (3) school management, (4) supervision of

instruction, and (5) human relations (Pellicer, gt, gl„, l98l).
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Competency Based

Griffiths (1977) has noted that the competency approach

to teaching administration has been attempted. "The Southern

States Cooperative Program in Educational Administration spent

a great deal of money in the 1950's in an attempt to utilize

this approach. The fact that virtually no university other

than Tennessee adopted it is perhaps the best indication that

the approach was a fai1ure" (p. 426). It is wrong, however,

to review the competency movement solely in terms of competencies

(Griffiths, 1977).

Facets of the approach that have had value that can and

should be utilized in university programs include (1) close

relationships with practicing administrators that would result

in cooperative planning; (2) lengthy field experiences; (3)

evaluation of both the program and (4) the products; and the use

of this information in program revision (Griffiths, 1977, p. 426).

"It would certainly seem that activities of this sort should be

performed in revising any program of preparation, while the

pressure to devise and teach competencies should be resisted"

(p. 426).

Pellicer, et. alt (1981) have denoted however, that while

current preparatory programs for principals afford student many

diverse opportunities and experiences, many colleges and

universities continue to deliver training programs through the
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traditional lecture-type courses; and a sizeable number of

them continue to provide competency-based training programs.

Field-Based Training

A facet of the competency—based training that has risen

in popularity following the introduction of the Administrative

Internship in Secondary School Improvements in l963 by the

National Association of Secondary School Principals was field-

based training. Known by several synonyms, i.e. practicum,

apprenticeship, and internship, Pellicer, gt: al: (l98l) have

indicated that Ferreira (l970) established that internships or

practicums evolved out of the concern to assist individuals in

making a transition from teacher, counselor, or other, to

principal.

Pellicer, gt, gl: (l98l) have noted that Erlandson (l979)

and Lincoln (l978) compared and patterned the educational

administration practicum or internship after the medical

internship or the law apprenticeship. "These internships or

apprenticeships have served primarily to initiate new colleagues

in the wide variety of issues, problems, and decisions confronting

full-fledged professionals" (Pellicer, et; gl: p. l7). Pellicer,

et: gl: (l98l) have suggested that:

The administrative internship allows trainees to

move beyond the cognitive levels of knowledge

and comprehension which comprise the bulk of
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cognitive learning taking place in the academic

classrooms, to the more complex application

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation levels.

Administrative internships provide opportunities

to practice skills to go with academic learning,

which results in the development of competencies.

Building a knowledge base for the principalship

without sufficient emphasis on skill development

results in trainees who can talk about skills

they may not be able to practice. Field-based

training can provide opportunities for skill

development (p. 18).

Additional opportunities that are provided through field—based

training experiences include:

1. Sharing responsibility for the training of future

educational leaders by local school districts,

universities, state departments of education and

others.

2. Allowing administrative trainees to meet certification

or licensure requirements.

3. Bridging the gap between theoretical classroom

training and practical application in job—like
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situations.

4. Expanding the pool of administrative applicants

in general, and from selected groups such as

women and/or minorities.

5. Deletion of those not suited to administration.

6. Improving leadership skills. ,

7. Teaching the routine tasks required in

administrative roles.

8. Providing additional university services to

sponsoring field agencies.

9. Stimulating the professional growth of

administrators.

10. Providing a means to evaluate administrative

potential in prospective administrators.

11. Reducing temporarily the work load in certain

areas for practicing administrators.

12. Socializing the prospective administrator to

the field of administration (Pellicer, et: al:,

1981, pp. 18-19).

Pellicer, gt._a1. (1981) have suggested that:

Although field-based training programs for principals have

afforded a variety of opportunities and serve many purposes,

the literature suggests that there are several problems that

occur with them:
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l. There are no known studies of predictive validity

that can demonstrate effectiveness of field-

based experiences.

2. There appears to be an inadequate understanding

of the knowledge base and its functions for preparing

administrators. I
3. Organization of learning activities is a problem

for program planners. There is no formula to

determine how much learning should be individualized

and how much should occur in groups.

4. There does not appear to be universally accepted

method or methods for training good administrators,

male or female.

5. There is considerable disagreement over the kind and

depth of experiences that should be provided to

· interns. Some favor an emphasis on routine

building administration while others prefer that

interns produce educational products during the

internship experience, thereby acquiring a depth of

experience in selected areas.

6. Field-based training is expensive, requiring

considerably more time, energy, and staff than

classroom training.

7. Role ambiguity for interns, host administrators
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and university supervisors can lead to conflict

and resentment.

8. Because districts feel they have a right to

control the training of "their people" and are

more independent than other cooperating agencies,

it can be difficult to promote joint planning and

cooperative effort (Pellicer, et: al., p. 27).

Pellicer, et; al: (l98l) have indicated, however, that the

literature has established the following suggestions for enhancing

the effectiveness of field-based training:

l. The ultimate success for internship programs rests

largely with school districts. Therefore, school

districts must be totally committed to such

‘ programs before they can be successfully

implemented. In the absence of school district

support, internship programs should not be

attempted.

2. Due to uneven levels of interdependence among

parties participating in internship programs

(school districts, universities, professional

associations), cooperation will depend on there

being a significant reward for each party involved.

Programs should be designed to ensure that each

party does in fact realize a significant reward.
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3. Role expectations for those participating in

internship programs (interns, host administrators,

university supervisors) must be clearly defined

at the outset of a program. This will serve to

reduce misunderstanding and conflict.

4. There is considerable support for educating

"perceptive generalists" rather than specialists

during the internship experience. There is

reason to believe that most interns will pick

up the necessary administrative detail once they

are actually holding down an administrative job;

therefore, the internship should be devoted to

training educational leaders or change agents.

5. Internship experiences must be flexible to meet

the varied personal and professional needs of

participants. Some conceptual model such as the

one proposed by Lincoln (l978) could be used as

an overall planning guide, but highly structured

programs in which each intern has an identical

set of experiences should be avoided.

6. During the internship experience there should be

a blend of classroom experience with the field

experience to ensure a firm bond between the

theoretical and the practical. Interns must
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learn the right way to do things in conjunction

with the reasons why certain alternatives are

better than others.

7. A variety of methods (reading, guided practice, .

group discussions, seminars) should be used to

train interns. Methods are neither good nor bad,

but are effective or ineffective depending on

the situation and purpose for which they are used.

8. Adequate time for the internship should be

provided. Most are convinced that an extended

period of time when the prospective administrator

can be a student of administration in a field

setting is desirable. During this period, the

internship should not be subordinated to another

role but should, in fact, be the primary role

(pp. 27-28).
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TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR PRINCIPALS:

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Today's public school administrators operate in an
l

atmosphere that is significantly different from that of twenty

years ago (Griffiths, 1977).

They are selected in different ways——often by 'the

community,° as in New York City, or with the

participation of teachers, students, and parents,

as in the suburbs. They have little of the

authority of their predecessors, and they have

great difficulty making their decision: stick.

Policies that were once considered educational

are now often made without reference to

professional expertise. This is especially true

of appointments to teaching and administrative

positions and, in some cases, of selection of

educational materials. with the advent of

collective bargaining, many areas of decision

making were taken away from administrators

altogether; those that dealt with the reward system

decreased the power of the administrator even

further (Griffiths, 1977, p. 407).

Present forces which impact the current educational climate and

the role of the administrators include (1) the public's demand for
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success in schools; (2) the press towards ccmpetency-based

certification; (3) changes in technology; (4) changes in

social values; (5) financial constraints; (6) increased

legislation and litigation; and (7) increased complexity in

the organizational structure of the educational system

(Podemski, l980, p. 30).

If administrators are to survive and are to respond to

the challenges of the l980's, "new forms of systematic on-going

activity need to be created and incorporated into the mainstream

of administrator training..." {Podemski, l980, p. 29). Podemski

(l980) has indicated that Goldhammer has asserted:

Although neglected at the present time by most of

the preparatory institutions and related agencies,

the continuous in-service education of administrators

is one of the most imperative needs for the

revitalization of education in our society. To

provide those experiences which can effectively

assist the trained professional to modify his

(sic) behavior, to obtain the new knowledge which

he (sic) needs, and to build new skills based upon

contemporary technology is probably the greatest

challenge facing the field of educational administration

and all of its institutions and agencies today (pp. 29-

30).
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In response to Goldhammer‘s challenge, several public

school districts have developed staff development activities

to address the need to bridge the traditionally wide gap

between administrative theory and the practice of running a

school" (Pellicer and Buford, l982, p. 28). During the l980—

8l school year, Gordon L. McAndrew, Superintendent of Richland

School District No. l in Columbia, South Carolina, initiated

a program in cooperation with the University of South Carolina

to endeavor a new method to develop top-flight school principals.

The program contained the following features:

l. Full-time internships funded by the school

system and made available to persons identified

as potential administrators; (Emphasis on

women and minorities)

2. A course of study sponsored by the school

system and university, cooperatively to

„ facilitate the narrowing of the gap between

administrative theory and the practice of

running a school (Pellicer and Buford, l982).

Pellicer and Buford (l982) have noted that over 200 persons

responded to the district's announcement of the program which

confirmed the superintendent's belief that a need existed to

provide training to those who showed promise for administrative

leadership. All applicants were interviewed by a committee of
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administrators from which ten participants were chosen.

"Selection was based on merit...demonstrated creativity,

leadership potential, communications skills, experience in

urban education, and a strong academic background" (p. 28).

Once selected, participants were paired with principals who

could aptly guide their development and serve as their

mentors (Pellicer and Buford, l982).

working closely with practicing school principals
‘

is essential to the interns' preparation and is a

key element of the program. The close association

allows the interns—~guided by principals——to acquire

the practical skills needed to be strong

administrative leaders. Important: These interns

are not placed in a school to take over the

principal's busy work, out to take part in the

overall operation of the school. By the time the

school year is completed, the interns know almost

every administrator in the school system as well

as a number of people in the state department of

education. In short, if a roof leaks, they know

who to call to have it fixed (p. 28).

The course of study that was incorporated into the Richland

program contained the following components: (l) university

courses, (2) seminars, (3) special institutes, (4) an individual
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improvement plan, and (5) local, state, and national professional

development activities. Pellicer and Buford have characterized

the components as follows:

l. University Courses. To make a successful leap

from theory to reality, the university teaches

only theory that is rooted firmly in practical

approaches to running schools. Example: when

discussing budgets, students are exposed to

several different theories of budgets, but they

- also study in detail the actual budget of a local

school system. This blend of the practical and

the theoretical gives students a chance not only

to see how their own schools operate, but also

to examine the different approaches to public school

administration.

2. Seminars, How to function as an effective member

of the district‘s administrative team is demonstrated

through a special series of seminars planned and

presented by school personnel. Each of the following

areas is covered in a meeting conducted by the person

in charge: Administration maintenance, transportation,

school food services, purchasing, personnel,

instruction, and pupil services. The top administrator

from each area gives the interns a look at day-to-day

operations and explains how problems in these areas
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are solved. j T

3. §pegial_Institutes„ A number of in-depth retreats

lasting several days are held during the course of

‘
the internship. At these meetings, interns,

principals, central office administrators, board

members, and university faculty members take part

in group discussions and problem-solving exercises.

The participants work in teams, break problems into

small components, and offer suggested solutions.

4. Individual Improvement Plans. During the early

stages of the internship, each participant is given

a self-assessment questionnaire and is told to

analyze his or her strengths and weaknesses. In

turn, the project director, principals, and a

university consultant use the results to develop

individual improvement plans for interns. If an

intern needs to know more about student scheduling,

for example, the student is given the opportunity

to work closely with a principal to plan schedules.

Each intern is also required to develop or refine

a product (a student/teacher handbook or a school

calendar) or a process (a class schedule or a student

activities schedule) for the school in which he works.

Another part of the plan calls for interns to participate
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in administrative activities, such as visiting

the homes of students who are having discipline

problems or coordinating an emergency drill at

school. These activities are designed to

_ incorporate several major areas of a principal's

responsibilities.

5. Local, State,_gng_§aLioggl_Qroje;;joogl_Development

Activities. lnterns also are encouraged to attend

national and state meetings of administrator

organizations - as funds permit. At these meetings,

interns have the chance not only to share ideas and

take part in clinic programs, but also to rub elbows

with some of the successful administrators in the

state and nation (pp. 28-29).

The Richland program has been favorably regarded; and

although the district did not guarantee the promotion of program

participants, eight of the ten participants in l98l were appointed

to administrative posts. Four were appointed to elementary

principalships; one was appointed to an elementary assistant

principalship; two were assigned as personnel coordinators; one

was assigned to a middle school assistant principalship (Pellicer

and Buford, l982). Since l98l, twelve more participants have

experienced the districts training which is locally funded. Pellicer

and Buford (l982) have denoted that Superintendent McAndrew has
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stated, "This is one of the most promising projects in which I

am involved. A good principal is the key to a good school, and

this program is training persons to be effective principals"

(p. 29).,The

Ector County, Texas, Program

for the Identification and Assessment

and Development of Prospective Principals

The Ector County, Texas, Public School District has initiated

a similar project. Recognizing the critical need to systematically

identify and train individuals for future administrative positions,

the objectives of the program have been characterized as follows:

l. To provide a "trial period" for prospective

administrators under actual school conditions.

2. To provide the opportunity for the prospective

administrator to practice a cooperatively

planned program.

3. To provide learning situations where the

experienced practitioners share in the

training of prospective administrators.

4. To provide jggjvigualjgeg_training experiences

for prospective administrators (Ector County

Public Schools Intern Program, p. l).

The present administration and Board of Trustees of Ector

County Public Schools do not underestimate the pool of
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talent available in Ector County teacners. Ne do,

however, recognize the critical need to

systematically identify and train these

individuals for future administrative positions.

Such a program of training could provide the

district with a well—qualified administrator,

confident, and ready to assume responsibility on

the first day of assignment·—an administrator

knowledgeable of the workings of the district and

the process for getting things done effectively

and efficiently...(p. l).

The Montgomery County, Maryland,

Schools Program for the Identification,

Assessment, and Development of Prospective Principals

The Montgomery County, Maryland, Public School District

has endeavored a comprehensive program for identifying, assessing,

and developing administrative skills. The training components of

the program have been described as (l) Leadership Training, Phase

I and Phase 2; (2) An Internship Program, and (3) Assessment

Center (Rohr, l984).

Rohr (l984) has characterized Phase I of the leadership

training component as a ten—session, weekly non—credit course

with five objectives:

l. To provide information about career opportunities
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within the school system; g

2. To provide opportunities for self-assessment

relative to leadership potential;

3. To provide evaluations by administrative and

supervisory personnel who assess the

participant‘s leadership potential;

4. To provide experience through simulated task

and interview sessions that may be helpful

V in actual task or interview settings;

5. To provide information about career planning

(p. l4).

Activities that have been incorporated into this phase

have included:

l. Self-Assessmgnt_and Job Awargness Sessions.

During these sessions, participants complete a

variety of self-assessment inventories to heighten

their awareness of their leadership potential and

style. In addition, Montgomery County Public

Schools (MCPS) personnel officers and others

discuss selection procedures and career opportunities

within the system. Participants can ask their

principals to rate their leadership potential, using

a format provided by the program coordinator.

2. grggp;@yg;jg;sjgn„ During this session,
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participants are divided into small groups to

work on an administrative problem. Each group

is observed by two school—based administrators

who evaluate and rank-order participants. The

groups may be leaderless or each person, in

turn, may be selected to act as leader of the

group for a different problem.

3. Simulated Interviews. These trial employment

interviews are conducted in those areas of

interest expressed by participants. Supervisory

personnel are asked to conduct interviews and

then evaluate and rank the participants.

4. Feedback Sessjgg„ During this session, participants

review a data summary sheet, which includes their

scores from the task—session observers, the

interviewers, and their peers. Individual

conferences may be scheduled for additional
u

discussion of personal concerns.

5, Qareer Planning Session. During these sessions,

individuals participate in activities that focus

on various aspects of career planning, such as

information interviews, additional training or

retooling, and resume writing (p. l4).

Rohr (l984) has indicated that Phase I is designed to provide
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a foundation upon which participants can make intelligent

decisions regarding administration as a career.

Phase II of the leadership training component has been

described as a three—credit, I8-week course conducted to provide

opportunities to:

l. Learn more about the roles and resnonsibilities

of these in administrative and supervisory

positions in the school system. A

2. Learn about administrative problems and issues

in the school system;

3. Explore and study concepts, theories, and

models relating to leadership and administration;

4. Develop skills useful for leadership positions

(p. I5).

Rohr (I984) has denoted that Phase II incorporates two major

components; (I) Theory and (2) Practice. "The Course provides

participants with many opportunities to apply the concepts to real

situations, to build skills through practice sessions, and to work

in groups of varying size and compositions" (p. I6). Phase II was

given a "highly effective rating by 97% of the participants

(Rohr, I984). .

Montgomery County's Administrative Intern Program has been

depicted as "an intensive on-the-job training program" (Rohr, l984,

p. I6). Applicants are ranked on the basis of degrees, experiences,
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(1984) has further denoted that 30 to 80 of the top candidates

are invited to Administrative Competence sessions for an intensive

assessment of their interpersona1 ski11s, communication and

conceptua1 ski11s, and group 1eadership ski11s, The candidates

are given points for their performances on each activity and are

then ranked. "Names of the top persons are p1aced on the

administrative intern 1ist for two years after the system‘s

Appointments Committee has determined the number based on future

projected needs of the system" (p. 16). According to Rohr (1984),

when an opening for an assistant principa1 occurs in a schoo1, the

superintendent decides on the p1acement of a current assistant

principa1 or an administrative intern in that position. If the

decision reached is the Iatter, se1ected persons from the 1ist are

interviewed by a pane1. One person is se1ected to participate

in the Administrative Intern Program.

The 1ength of time the intern serves as assistant principa1

has been designated as one year to a11ow for appropriate

preparation of the individua1 for the ro1e of the principa1. Rohr

(1984) has specified the scope of the intern‘s responsibi1ities

as inc1uding the instructiona1 program, staff, pupi1 personne1,

management, community invo1vement, and professiona1 growth. "The

principa1 is responsib1e for the a11ocation of duties simi1ar to

those performed by an assistant principa1. The principa1 is a1so
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the primary trainer and_supervisor of the intern" (p. 16).

° Incorporated into the internship program, Rohr (1984) has

noted, is a month1y seminar. The intern is responsib1e for

conducting these seminars with his or her supervisory team. The

team is composed of a centra1 office associate superintendent,

a representative from the staff deve1opment department, and a

university representative or outside consu1tant (Rohr, 1984).

"These seminars provide important feedback for the intern to

examine behavior and sty1e" (p. 17). Interns are p1aced as soon

as possib1e as assistant principa1s upon successfu1 comp1etion

of the intern program (Rohr, 1984).

Montgomery County has uti1ized the Assessment Center to

review candidates for the schoo1 principaiship. The Assessment

Center project was initiated by the Nationa1 Association of

Secondary Schoo1 Principa1s in 1975. Twe1ve behaviors and ski11s

were se1ected to be observed in prospective candidates with

potentia1 for success in the principa1ship. The Nationa1

Association of Secondary Schoo1 Principa1s' twe1ve ski11

dimensions have been identified and described as fo11ows:

1. Prob1em Ana1ysjs_— Abi1ity to seek out re1evant

data and ana1yze comp1ex information to

determine the important e1ements of a pr0b1em

situation; searching for information with a

purpose.
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2. Judgment — Skill in identifying educational

needs and setting priorities; ability to

reach logical conclusions and make high-

quality decisions based on available

information; ability to criticaily evaluate

written communications.

3. Organizational Ability — Ability to plan,

schedule, and control the work of others;

skill in using resources in an optimal fashion;

ability to deal with a volume of paperwork

and heavy demands on one's time.

4. Decisiveness - Ability to recognize when a

decision is required and to act quickly.

(without an assessment of the gggljty_of the

decision). "

5. teggerghjg_- Ability to recognize when a group

requires direction, to get others involved in

solving problems, to effectively interact with

a group, to guide them to the accomplishment

of a task.

6. Sensitivity — Ability to perceive the needs,

concerns, and personal problems of others;

tact in dealing with persons from different

_ _ backgrounds; skill in resolving conflicts,
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ability to deal effectively with people

concerning emotional issues; knowing what

information to communicate and to whom.

7. Oral Communication Skilt_- Ability to make

a clear oral presentation of ideas and facts.

8. written Communication Skill - Ability to

express ideas clearly in writing; to write

appropriately for different audiences ——

students, teachers, parents, other administrators.

9. Range of Interest;_- Competence to discuss a

_ variety of subjects (educational, political,

economic, etc.); desire to actively participate

in events.

l0. Personal Motivatjcn_- Showing that work is

important to personal satisfaction; a need to

achieve in all activities attempted; ability

to be self-policing.

ll. Educational Value; - Possession of well-reasoned

educational philosophy; receptiveness to change

and new ideas.

l2. Stress lclctance_- Ability to perform under

pressure and opposition; ability to think on

one's feet.
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Following a review of the candidates' credentials,

recommendations, and personnel folders by the Appointments

Committee, candidates are invited to the center for a two-

day intensive period. Candidates participate in five

exercises designed to give them an opportunity to demonstrate

specific competencies needed by effective principals (Rohr,

l984), Five areas that reflect specific skills and performance

competencies are assessed, using data from position job

descriptions and personnel evaluation forms for principals.

These skills and performance competencies include the following:

l. Group leadership and problem solving skills;

2. Supervisory skills, including evaluation of

teachers;

3. Oral presentation skills;

4. Conmunication skills;

5. Organization, management, and problem-solving

skills (p. l7).

Candidates participate in evaluation exercises which consist

of such tasks as group leadership, supervision, oral presentation

written reaction task, and structured interview exercise (Rohr,

l984). Candidates who successfully demonstrate the specific

competencies needed by the affective principal during the

Assessment Center are placed on an eligibility list for the position

of school principal (Rohr, l984). Persons are interviewed for
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positions after which a se1ection is made by the Appointment

Committee (Rohr, 1984). The superintendent recommends the

appointment to the Schoo1 Board which makes the appointment

officia1. Rohr (1984) has suggested that the Montgomery

County Schoo1s endeavor is a comprehensive process of

identification, assessment, and deve1opment of administrative

ski11s.The

Chesapeake, Virginia, Schoo1s

Management Academy

In a simi1ar initiative as Rich1and, Ector, and Montgomery

Counties, the Chesapeake, Virginia, Pub1ic Schoo1 District

conceived and deve1oped a management and 1eadership deve1opment

program in the fa11 of 1979.

· The 1eadership identification and deve1opment unit of the

program had been depicted as consisting of three major

components:

1. Part—time internships in nine—week b1ocks. Each

candidate serves one-ha1f day as a c1assroom

teacher and one-ha1f day as an administrative

intern in the principa1ship (e1ementary, secondary,

or assistant principa1) or as a director or a

supervisor. Exposure to four different nine-week

experiences in administration wi11 enhance the

candidates overa11 perspective in regard to
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administration; i.e., school perspective and

system perspecive.

2. Universitv_affiliation. while participating

in the leadership development program, each

candidate is expected to have an administrative

endorsement or to be enrolled in a graduate

program leading to the proper endorsement.

Course projects, research papers, theses and/or

dissertations could focus on the Chesapeake

School System.

3. §ppppl_system sponsored seminapgp The

candidates participate in a series of seminars

devoted to educational administration as it

relates to Chesapeake. Problem—solving

activities, role playing, simulation, and

research projects are but a few of the types

of experiences to which the candidates are

exposed by members of the Superintendent's

immediate staff (Chesapeake Public Schools,

Management and Organizational Development

Program, l980, p. 4).

The process of selecting participants to the program was

established as follows:

l. An Administrative/Supervisory Screening
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Committee advertises certain positions for

which applicants/candidates are sought

2. Applicants are screened on the basis of

educational background, experience,

performance, written responses to questions

relative to the position, and a structured

interview. Each variable is weiqhted, and

a rating scale is used to determine the

applicant's standing as it compares with

other applicants. The applicants with the

highest ratings are recommended as

candidates for the leadership development

program. The number of candidates may vary;

however, the desired number of candidates at

any one time is six.

3. Each candidate is evaluated by various

_ instructors and a summary of his or her

performance is compiled. Candidates who

have successfully completed the requirements

are certified as an eligible candidate for

administrative appointment (pp. 3-4).

Summary

In many respects, programs for training principals are

similar to what they were thirty years ago; in other respects,
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they are very different (Miklos, l983). They are similar in

that demands, issues, and proposals of the time have influenced

the design and content of educational administrator training

programs. Their differences have been reflected in the

diversification, growth and expansion of training programs for

principals (Miklos, l983). "The fact that programs are now

more diversified than they were previously suggests that there

has not been an uncritical acceptance of an established practice,

but instead, programs have been modified and adapted to suit

particular circumstances" (Miklos, l983, p. l7l).

In the recognition that the effective improvement of

education cannot be accomplished without capable and competent

people leading such efforts, school divisions, state legislatures,

state departments of education, and universities have engaged in

cooperative efforts to provide staff development programs for the

identification and development of such leadership (Pedemski,

l980).

If training programs for principals are to be meaningful

efforts, they need to reflect a clear relationship of theory to

practice (Pellicer, l98l). Pellicer (l98l) has suggested that

Contingency Theory is a general framework for analyzing and

selecting those elements which are useful for a given circumstance.

"Appropriate organization and administrative processes and choices

are contingent upon the particular character or nature of the
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organization at a given time, and the task(s) the organization

seeks to accomp1ish at a given time" (Pe11icer, 1981, p. 31).

In utiiizing Contingency Theory as a framework, the notion

that "any one mode1 of organization and administration is

superior to others in a11 situations..." is rejected (p. 31).



CHAPTER Ä

uMETHGDOLOGYThe

purpose of this study was to investigate the status of

formal staff development programs for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective principals in the

public school systems in Virginia. The methoddlogy employed for

this research focused on the elements of exploratory field

research for the collection of data pertaining to issues

surrounding the training of principals, particularly the training

of candidates for the principalship. A number of relevant topics

detailing contemporary issues of prospective principal training

were studied: Issues regarding the designs of prospective

principal training programs; issues concerning the administration

of prospective principal training programs; issues regarding the

instructional and evaluation strategies employed in the prospective

principal training programs; issues relating to the utilization of

prospective principal training on the selection of neophyte

principals, and issues relevant to the future role of prospective

principal training programs in Virginia. Responses from superintendents

provided the information needed to complete this study.

Population Qharacterigpygg

Since the focus of this study was to investigate the status

of staff development programs for the identification, assessment,

and/or training of prospective principals in the public school systems

69
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in Virginia, the population consisted of all Virginia public school

superintendents. The total number of superirtendents contacted in

the target population was l4l (Virginia Department of Education,

l985). No sample was utilized.

V Instrumentation and Procedures

A four-part questionnaire entitled ÜStaff Development Programs

for the Identification, Assessment, and/or Training of Prospective

Principals Questionnaire" was developed by this investigator by

February 3, l986 (Appendix A).

Part I of the questionnaire consisted of eight questions

designed to ascertain personal and demographic information from

respondents. Superintendents were asked a series of questions

about experience as a superintendent, experience as a principal,

preservice training for the principalship prior to the initial

appointment as principal, experience in education in general, size

of their school system, age, educational degrees and whether their

school district had a formal staff development program for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals in effect. Information about the sex of the respondents

was not solicited because that data was accessible from the l985-86

Virginia Public Schools Directory. During the l985—86 school year,

the number of female Virginia public school superintendents totalled

three. This represented 2% of the total number of superintendents

in the State who were predominately males. The total number of
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ma1e Virginia superintendents was 138 which represented 97.8% of the

superintendent popu1ation in Virginia.

In Part II of the survey instrument, superintendents were asked

questions designed to determine how 1ong their staff deve1opment

program for the identification, assessment, and/or training of

prospective principa1s had been in operation; why the programs

were initiated, how often the programs were imp1emented; how

persons were se1ected for participation in the program; what was the

duration of the training period; what was the design of the program;

what were the areas of ski11 deve1opment; what were the instructiona1

strategies emp1oyed in the training, and what were the processes used

to ascertain the mastery of ski11s.

Part III of the questionnaire directed seven questions to the

respondents to ascertain how the staff deve1opment program for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective principa1s

was used to se1ect new principa1s. Superintendents were asked about

how their programs were uti1ized to se1ect new principa1s; how many

new principa1s were se1ected from persons who had comp1eted their

schoo1 districts' programs; how many new principa1s were appointed

from persons who had not participated in their districts' programs,

and the criteria used to se1ect new principa1s in their districts.

Part IV of the instrument consisted of seven questions

designed to disc1ose the opinions of Virginia superintendents about

the future impact of staff deve1opment programs for the identification
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assessment, and/or training of prospective principals. Respondents

were asked about their views of these programs as effective vehicles

for preparing individuals for the principalship; their opinions on

the rate of success of their districts' programs in accomplishing

their purposes; whether participation in their districts' programs

should be a prerequisite for individuals seeking the principalship;

whether school systems should assume the responsibility for

providing preservice training for prospective principals, and

whether they have considered initiating any changes in their

current programs that also could suggest to other endeavors in

the State. The final question on the questionnaire, "Is there

anything about your district’s training program that you want to

share that was not asked in this questionnaire?" was designed

to afford the respondents the opportunity to provide additional

information about their staff development programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals.

On February l0, l986, the questionnaire, along with a

corresponding cover letter explaining the purpose and nature of

the instrument and including a statement requesting a critique

of the instrument, were mailed to selected superintendents in

North Carolina and Maryland. A stamped return envelope was

included in the mailing (Appendix B).

From this February lüth mailing of the questionnaire, l00%

of the population responded to this pilot survey by the February 2lst
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deadline. From the responses and critiques that were provided

from the pilot survey population, the questionnaire was revised.

Before the questionnaire was formally administered, it was

reviewed by selected members of the researcher's dissertation

committee and approved for administration to the superintendents

comprising the population of this study.

On April ll, l986, each Virginia public school superintendent

was mailed a questionnaire. A corresponding cover letter explaining

the purpose and nature of the instrument and including a statement

that a summary of the survey results would be sent to the

superintendents if requested and a stamped return envelope were

also included in the packet (Appendix C). The questionnaires

were coded so that the researcher could distinguish between

respondents and non-respondents. Since the Virginia public

school systems consist of townships, counties, and cities, a

single alphabet code was assigned to townships; i.e. A, B, etc;

a double alphabet code was assigned to counties; i.e. AA, AB, AC,

etc; and a triple alphabet code was assigned to cities; i.e. AAA,

AAB, AAC, etc.

By the April 30th deadline, ninety-eight superintendents (70%

of the population surveyed) had returned their completed questionnaires.

0n May 20, l986, a second cover letter was drafted (Appendix D), and

a second packet composed of the new cover letter, an identical

questionnaire,and a stamped return envelope were mailed to all

superintendents from the population who had not responded to the first
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mailing. Superintendents ware requested to return their completed

instruments on or before May 30, l986, the final cut—off date.

By May 30, l986, seventeen additional questionnaires had been

returned yielding a total of ll5 or»82% of the superintendents who

composed the target population.

Analysis of the Data

During the summer of l986, the analysis of the data collected
I

from the questionnaires was begun. The initial step entailed the

execution of a frequency count for the purpose of distinguishing

those school systems in Virginia which had staff development

programs for the identification, assessment, and/or training of

prospective principals in effect from those school systems which

had none. The question, "Does your school district currently have

a formal staff development program for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective principals if effect?"

formed the basis for the count. Marginal tabulations were computed

to reflect the actual distribution of the school districts in

Virginia that had formal programs in effect and those that did not.

School districts were divided into groups according to their

classification as established by the Virginia Department of

Education, i.e. counties, cities, and townships, to facilitate

this purpose.

Respondents who indicated that they had no formal staff

development programs for the identification, assessment, and/or
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training of prospective principals were not able to respond to the

questions in Parts II, III, and IV of the survey instrument. Only

respondents who acknowledged that they had formal programs in

existence responded to Parts II, III, and IV of the questionnaire.

Once the distinction was determined, a frequency count for each

item in Parts II, III and IV of the questionnaire from the

respondents who had indicated that they had a formal program for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals was conducted. Marginal tabulations were computed

from the frequency counts to reflect how the target population

distributed itself for each response. The Chi—Square Test was

applied to the frequency data to determine statistical significance.

Details of all tabulations noted in this study are discussed in

Chapter IV.

Summary

A questionnaire was designed to assess the status of staff

development programs of public school districts in Virginia for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

school principals. All of the l4l Virginia public school

superintendents comprised the target population for this

research. No sample was utilized.

_ Of the l4l superintendents surveyed, ll5 (82%) returned

completed questionnaires. Data collected from the questionnaires

were recorded as frequency counts and marginal tabulations to

reflect how the target population distributed itself regarding
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the information requested. Detaiis of ali findings are presented

in Chapter IV.



CHAPTER 4
A

. RESULTS

This study was initiated to assess the status of staff

development programs in the public school districts in Virginia

for the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals. Responses to a four-part questionnaire were analyzed

to answer six fundamental questions after all data collection was

completed.

These questions were the following:

l. what are the designs of the staff development programs

for the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals in the Virginia public school districts?

2. How are the staff development programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals administered in the Virginia public school districts?

3. How are the staff development programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals financed in the Virginia public school districts?

4. what are the areas of skills development in the staff

development programs for the identification, assessment, and/or

training of prospective principals in the Virginia public school

districts?

5. what influences do the staff development programs for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

77
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principals exert on the selection of new principals in the

Virginia public school districts?

6. Is there a consensus among the superintendents in

Virginia about the future of staff development programs of

public school districts for the identification, assessment,

and/or training of prospective principals?_ ,

A four—part questionnaire was mailed to all of the l4l

Virginia public school superintendents to answer these

questions. These superintendents were the target population

for this research. One hundred fifteen superintendents

returned completed questionnaires after the initial and

follow—up mailings were completed. This total included

responses from 76 county school districts representing a 79%

return rate of Virginia counties; 36 city school districts,

representing a 90% return rate of Virginia cities; and 3

township school districts. representing a 75% return rate of

Virginia townships. The average overall rate of return for

the survey was 82%. V

Demographie Data ,

Part I of the four—part questionnaire consisted of eight

questions designed to ascertain specifics about the target

population surveyed. Responses to these questions were

analyzed in terms of frequency counts and marginal tabulations

to reflect the precise distribution for each question.
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§jzg_gj_§chggl_Qjstrjct„ The initial question in the demographic

section of the instrument asked respondents to indicate the

student size of their school districts by checking the appropriate

range which represented their most recent average daily

membership figures. From the responses of the 76 county public

school superintendents, the majority of them (63%) reported an

average daily membership of l000 - 5999 students. Twenty percent

of them denoted a population of 6000 - l0,999 students, the second

highest response. The remainder of these superintendents reported

student populations that ranged from l00 - 999 to 26,000 as

reflected in Table l.

The responses of the 36 city public school superintendents

were similar. The majority of them (56%) denoted a student

population of l000 — 5999 in their districts. Seventeen percent

of them reported a student population of 6000 — l0,999, the second

highest response. The remainder of this group denoted student

populations that ranged from l00 — 999 to 26,000 and above. (See

Table l.)
—

The responses of the 3 superintendents of township public

school districts were in line with their county and city colleagues.

The majority of them (66 2/3%) denoted an average daily membership

of l000 - 5999 students; the remaining superintendent reported a

student population of l00 — 999 students.

The second question asked superintendents to indicate the

Y
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total number of schools within their districts by checking the

appropriate range respresenting their total number of schools.

The majority of the 76 county school superintendents (63%)

responded that their districts were composed of l — l0 schools.

Twenty-five percent of them reported a total of ll - 20 schools

in their districts. The remaining responses in this group

reflected school districts composed of 2l - 30 schools and 4l

or more. (Refer to Table 2.)

As in the previous question, the responses of the 36 city

school superintendents were similar. The majority of them (58%)

reported that their districts were composed of l - l0 schools.

Nineteen percent of this group denoted that their school districts

were made up of ll - 20 schools, the second highest response. The

remaining responses of this group depicted school districts

composed of schools ranging 2l - 30, 3l — 40, and 4l or more in

number. (Refer to Table 2.)
E

From the responses of the 3 town superintendents, all of them

(lO0%) reported that their school districts were made up of l - l0

schools.

Experience, Respondents were asked to indicate the number of years

they had served as a superintendent by checking the appropriate

range representing their total number of years of experience as a

superintendent.

From the responses of the 76 county school superintendents
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the range of 1 - 5 years was the predominate response given by

28% of them. The second and third most popu1ar responses of

T1- 15 years and 6 - 10 years, respective1y, were provided by

22% and 21% of this group, respective1y. Seventeen percent

indicated 21 years and above of experience as a superintendent.

The remaining responses of this group ref1ected ranges of

experience from as 1itt1e as Tess than a year, to as much as

21 years or more. (Refer to Tab1e 3.)

The responses of the 36 city schoo1 superintendents were

very simi1ar. As in the former group, the top responses were

1 - 5 years (33%) and 6 — 10 years (31%), respective1y. Seventeen

percent of this group denoted a range of experience of 11 to 15

years. The remaining responses depicted ranges of experience from

as 1itt1e as Tess than a year, to 21 years or more. (See Tab1e 3.)

There was no predominate response from the 3 township

superintendents. Each one denoted a different range of experience

as a superintendent; i.e. 6 - TO years (33 1/3%), 11 — T5 years

(33 1/3%), and 21 years and above (33 1/3%).

Additiona11y, the demographic section of the survey instrument

asked superintendents to indicate their tota1 number of years in

education. Simi1ar in format to the experience—as—superintendent

question, the respondents were asked to check the range representing

their tota1 number of years in education. From the responses of the

76 county schoo1 superintendents. the majority of them (78%)
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indicated 21 years or more of experience in education. The remaining

responses revea1ed ranges of experience in education from 11 — 15

years to 16 — 20 years. (See Tab1e 4.)

The majority of the 36 city schoo1 superintendents (80%) a1so

denoted 21 years and above experience in education. Other responses

disc1osed ranges of education experience from 11 — 15 years to 16

to 20 years. (Refer to Tab1e 4.)

The responses of the 3 township superintendents were congruent

to their county and city co11eagues. The majority of them (66 2/3%)

indicated 21 years and above of experience in education. The

remaining response denoted a range of experience of 16 - 20 years in

education.

Inc1uded in the demographic section of the questionnaire was a

question which asked superintendents to indicate if they had ever

served as a schoo1 principa1 by checking either the
"yes“

or "no"

response choice which was provided. A11 three groups of

superintendents overwhe1ming1y denoted that they, indeed, had

served as a principa1. There were few negative responses to this

question. (See Tab1e 5.)

g when the Chi—Square Test was app1ied to the frequencies of the

responses on this question, the nu11 hypothesis of no re1ationship

was accepted at the .05 1eve1 of significance.

F011owing this question, superintendents were asked if they

had received any preservice training for their principa1ships prior
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to their initia1 appointmetts. As with the previous question, a

"yes" or "no" response choice was provided, Again, a11 three

groups of superintendents overwhe1ming1y indicated that they had

not received preservice training for the principa1ship prior to

their initia1 appointments; however, there were severa1 affirmative

responses among county and city superintendents. (See Tab1e 6.)

_ when the Chi—Square Test was app1ied to the frequencies of

the superintendents' responses on this question, the nu11

hypothesis of no re1ationship was accepted at the .05 1eve1 of

significance.

Age: In question "G," superintendents were provided five age

ranges and were asked to check the appropriate one that pertained

to them. In a11 three groups of superintendents, the predominate

responses to this question were the age ranges of 40 - 49 years

and 50 - 59 years of age. Additiona1 answers of county and city

superintendents ref1ected very few who indicated the age range

of 30 - 39 years, and severa1 who denoted an age range of 60 and

above years. None of the township superintendents exceeded the

50 - 59 age range. (See Tab1e 7).

Co11ege Qggrgg„ Question "H" asked superintendents to indicate

their degree status by checking the response which represented

their highest earned degree. with the exception of the township

superintendents whose majority denoted the Masters degree p1us

30 hours as their highest earned degree, the majority of the
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county and city superintendents denoted the Ooctorate as their
l

highest earned degree. (See Table 8.)

The Nature of the Staff Development

Program for the Identification, Assessment

and/or Training of Prospective Principals

In Part II of the questionnaire, superintendents were asked

to respond to questions about the nature of their staff development

programs for the identification, assessment, and/or training of

prospective principals. Only superintendents who had indicated

that they had such programs in effect in their school districts

were able to respond to Part II and subsequent sections of the

questionnaire. As was stated in Chapter 3, the question, "Ooes

your school district currently have a formal staff development

program for the identification, assessment, and/or training of

prospective principals in effect?“ was asked to dicohtomize

districts with programs from those without them. A "yes" or "no"

response choice was provided for this question.

From the responses of the 3 groups of superintendents, the

majority of them answered "no" to this question. Only l4 of the

76 county superintendents and 9 of the 36 superintendents of city

school systems responded "yes." Therefore, as the result of these

responses, the target population was reduced to 23 for the

remainder of the questionnaire.
U

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

l
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the responses of the superintendents on this question, the

null hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05

level of significance.

Question l in Part II of the questionnaire asked

respondents to indicate the length of existence of their

programs by checking the appropriate range representing the

total number of years. Respondents were required to include

the l985-86 school year in their totals. From the responses

of the county and city school superintendents, the majority

of them, 57% and 67% respectively, denoted that their programs

had been in existence l - 3 years. The second highest response

from both groups of superintendents (22% each} was a 4 · 6

year period of existence. Only a few responses from each

denoted periods of time above six years. (See Table lO.)

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the responses of the superintendents on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of

significance.

Question 2 asked superintendents to indicate why their

programs for the identification, assessment, and/or training of

prospective principals were begun. Respondents were provided

with four response choices, one of which was “other."

From the responses of the county and city school superintendents

on this question, both overwhelmingly indicated that their programs
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were initiatives of their districts. Only l county superintendent

denoted that his program was initiated as the result of following

trend. (See Table ll.) . g .

.when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the superintendents' responses on this question, the null hypothesis

of no relationship was accepted at the .O5 level of significance.

Superintendents were asked in Question 3 to indicate how often

program training sessions were offered. The respondents were

provided four response choices for this question which included

(a) once a year, (b) twice a year, (c) once every other year, and

(d) other. If superintendents denoted "other,“ they were asked to

specify it.

From the responses of the county and city superintendents,

the majority of both, 57% and 56% respectively, denoted that their

programs were offered twice a year. The second most prominent

response was once a year by 2l% of the county superintendents and

33% of the city superintendents. (See Table l2.)

Three of the county superintendents responded "other" to this

question. From these responses, l indicated that his program was

offered only for three weeks during the year; l denoted 5 times

during the year; and T indicated as often as needed. Only l city

superintendent responded "other," but he did not specify it.

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

these responses, the null hypothesis of no relationship was
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accepted at the .05 level of significance.

_ Similar in format to the preceding questions, Question 4

asked superintendents to denote how persons were identified

for the programs. Four response choices were provided to the

respondents. The choices included (a) recruited by the school

district from recommendations of superiors; (b) selected to the

program if individuals expressed the desire to participate;

(c) selected for the program on the basis of competitive

written tests, interviews, and other criteria; and (d) other.

Respondents who denoted
“other“

were asked to specify it.

The responses of the superintendents on this question

varied. The majority of the county superintendents (57%)

indicated that persons were recruited by their districts to

participate in their programs. The second most prominent

response of this group was "other" (36%).

In specifying “otner," the superintendents indicated that

they employed a combination of recruitment strategies and

interviews, competitive examinations, and other related

procedures. Only l superintendent denoted that participation

was limited to practicing assistant principals.

From the responses of city school superintendents, the

majority of them (44%) reported that participation in their

programs was open to anyone who expressed an interest. The

second most prominent response of this group was that participation
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was based on competitive written examinations, interviews,

and other criteria. There were no "other" responses. (See

Table l3.)

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the distribution

of the superintendents‘ responses on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was rejected at the .05 level

of significance. .

In 0uestion.5, the respondents were asked to indicate the

maximum number of participants selected for their programs by

checking one of the four range choices that pertained to their

districts. The four choices indicated (al less than l0,

tb) ll - l5, (c) l6 — 20, (d) 2l and above, and (e) other.

The majority of the county and city superintendents, 64%

and 33% respectively, indicated that the maximum number selected

for their programs was less than l0. The remaining responses

reflected the maximum number ranging from l0 - 2l or more. One

city superintendent denoted that his number varied. (See Table

l4.)

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of the

respondents' answers on this question, the null hypothesis of no

relationship was accepted at the ,05 level of significance.

Question 6 asked the respondents to indicate the length of

their training periods by checking one of the four range choices

which included (a) l - 3 months, (b) 4 — 6 months, (c) 7 to 9
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months, (c) ten months and above, and (e) other. Respondents

who indicated "other“ were asked to specify it.

0ne—half of the county school superintendents denoted that

the length of training was from l - 3 months. Responses from

the remaining one-half of this group revealed varying time

periods.ranging from 4 months to TO months and above.- One of

the county superintendents indicated that his training period

lasted one week; another specified that training was done weekly.

From the responses of the city school superintendents, an

equal number of them indicated that their training was accomplished

over a l — 3 month period and over l0 months or more (33%,

respectively). The remaining responses revealed training periods

that ranged from 4 months to lO months and above. One of the

superintendents indicated that his training period varied

contingent on individual's needs. (See Table l5.)

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the responses of the superintendents on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of

significance.

Question 7 asked respondents to indicate who conducted the

developmental activities of their programs by checking one of the

‘
five response choices provided. The response choices included

(a) private consultants, (b) central office administrators, (c)

local university educational administrative staff, (d) a
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combination of all of the above; and (e) other. If the

respondents indicated "other," they were asked to denote it.

From the responses of the county and city superintendents

on this question, the majority of both groups, 57% and 78%

respectively, indicated that they employed the services of

a combination of private consultants, central office

administrators, and local university staff in the developmental

activities of their programs. There were only a few responses

that revealed a reliance on one particular group of people.

Those superintendents acknowledged the use of their district

principals who had displayed exemplary leadership. (See Table

16.)
when applying the Chi-Square Test to the frequency

distribution of the superintendents' answers to this question,

the null hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05

level of significance.

In the effort to ascertain the designs of staff development

programs in the state's public school districts for the

identification, assessment and/or training of prospective school

principals, the respondents were asked to identify the types of

programs they conducted by checking one of the five response

choices that Question 8 provided. The response choices included

(a) Assessment Center, (b) competency-based training, (c) field-

based training. (d) traditional university coursework, and (e) other.



Again, as in previous questions, respondents who selected "other"

were asked to specify it.

From the responses of the county school superintendents, one

half of them denoted the Assessment Center as the design of their

programs. The second most prominent response of this group was

the field-base concept (29%). From the remaining responses, one

superintendent specified that his program’s design was seminars and

traditional university coursework._ Two others noted that their

designs were a combination of the field-base concept and the

Assessment Center.

The responses of the superintendents of city school districts

varied a little from their county colleagues. The majority of the

group identified workshops and the Assessment Center as the designs

of their programs (44%). The remaining responses reflected a

diversity of designs which included the Assessment Center, the

competency—base concept, and the field-base concept. (See Table l7.)

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of the

superintendents' responses for this question, the null hypothesis

of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of significance.

Question 9 asked superintendents to identify areas of skills

development emphasized in their programs. Five response choices

were provided which included (a) management functions, (b) leadership

behaviors, (c) instructional leadership skills, (d) standard

educational administration topics, and (e) all of the above.



From the responses of the county and city superintendents,

the majority of both groups overwhelmingly indicated that

management skills, leadership behaviors, instructional

leadership skills, and educational administrative topics were

the skills areas of emphases (93% and 89% respectively). There

were only two superintendents who indicated leadership skills

as the sole emphasis. (See Table l8.)

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

u
the superintendents' responses on this question, the null hypothesis

of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of significance.

In Question lO, respondents were asked to identify the

instructional strategies employed in their programs. Four response

choices were provided which included (a) lecture only, (b) lectures

and seminars, (c) lectures, role-playing, simulations, and (d) other.

Respondents who designated "other" were asked to specify it.

From the responses of county and city school superintendents,

the majority of both groups, 57% and 89%, respectively, denoted that

lectures, role—playing, and simulations were the instructional

techniques employed in their training programs. Other responses

from both groups of superintendents denoted the inclusion of

lectures and on-the-job training with the aforementioned instructional

strategies. (See Table l9.)

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of the

superintendents‘ responses on this question, the null hypothesis of



no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of significance.

Question ll asked superintendents to indicate the evaluation

processes used to detennine the mastery of skills of their

programs. Four response choices were provided which included

(a) written comprehensive examination, (b) observations and

ratings on each training component, (c) a combination of both
"a“

and "b," and (d) other. Respondents who indicated "other"

were asked to specify it.

From the responses of the county school superintendents,

the majority of them (57%) indicated that observations and ratings

composed the evaluation process. The second most prominent response

from this group (36%) was the use of written examinations along with

observations and ratings. One superintendent indicated that no

evaluation process was utilized.

From the responses of the city school superintendents,

observations and ratings and written examinations with observations

and ratings were equally cited as the evaluative processes employed

in the programs (44% each). (See Table 20.)

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of the

responses of the superintendents on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of

significance.

Superintendents were asked in Question l2 to disclose the total

cost to their school districts each time the program was provided.

l



Respondents were given five range choices which inc1uded (a) $1000 -

$5000, (b) $5001 - $10,000, (c) $10,001 - $15,000, (d) $15,001 -

$20,000, (e) $20,001 and above, and (f) other. Respondents who

indicated "0ther" were asked to snecify it.

The majority of the county schoo1 superintendents (79%)

indicated that the costs to their divisions to offer their programs

were in the range of $1000 — $5000. The remaining responses denoted

costs in the ranges of 1ess than $1000 to no costs at a11.

From the responses of the city schoo1 superintendents, the

$1000 - $5000 and the $5001 - $10,000 ranges were cited equa11y as

the costs to their divisions each time their programs were offered

(33%). Other responses from this group denoted costs ranging from

no costs at a11 to $10,001 — $15,000. (See Tab1e 21.)

when the Chi—Square Test was app1ied to the frequencies of

the superintendents' responses on this question, the nu11 hypothesis

of no re1ationship was accepted at the .05 1eve1 of significance.

The 1ast question in this section of the instrument, Question

13, asked the respondents to identify the sources of funding for their

training programs. Respondents were given five response choices which

inc1uded (a) money budgeted by the schoo1 district, (b) funded by the

state, (c) funded by a federa1 grant, (d) joint funding from state and

federa1 grants, and (e) other.
I

The responses from both the county and city schoo1 superintendents

overwhe1ming1y denoted that the monies for their programs were budgeted
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by their school districts (93% and 89%, respectively). The

majority of their programs were fiscally independent of any other

funding sources other than their school districts. (See Table 22.)

Other responses for this question denoted that the programs

involved no costs to the school districts at all.

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the responses of the superintendents on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of

significance.
T

The Use of Staff Development

Programs for the Identification, Assessment,

and/or Training of Prospective Principals

in Selecting New Principals

Part III of the four—part questionnaire consisted of seven

questions that were designed to ascertain specific information

about how the target population utilized their programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective principals

to select new principals.

Question l4, the first question in this section, asked the

respondents to indicate if their districts' programs were used to

select new principals by checking either the "yes" or "no" response

choices that were provided.

From the responses of the county and city school superintendents,

the majority of both, 79% and 56%, respectively, indicated that they

l
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utilized their programs to select new principals. The remaining

responses were negative. (See Table 23.)

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the responses of the_superintendents on_this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level.

Question T5 asked superintendents to indicate how their

programs were used to select new principals by checking one of the

four response choices that were provided. The four response choices

included (a) participants are ranked and become the pool of

qualified candidates from which new principals are selected; (b) the

training is required for all individuals seeking promotion to the

principalship; (c) training is not a prereguisite for promotion, but

it does increase an individual's chances for promotion; and (d)

other. Resp0ndents who denoted "other" were asked to specify it.

From the responses of the county and city school superintendents,

the majority of both, 86% and 89%, respectively, overwhelmingly

denoted that participation in their programs enhanced individuals

chances for promotion, although the programs were not prerequisites

for advancement. The remaining responses indicated that participants

of their programs were ranked and became the pool of qualified

candidates from which new principals were chosen. (See Table 24.)

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of the

responses of the superintendents on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of

l
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significance._

Respondents were asked in Question l6 to indicate the number

of new principals appointed during the 1985-86 school year by

checking one of four number ranges that were provided,. They

included (a) none, (bl l — 5, (cl 6 — l0, (dl ll - 15, and (el 16

and above. .

From the responses of the county and city school superintendents,

the majority of both, 71% and 78%, respectively, denoted that 1 - 5

new principals were promoted for the 1985-86 school year. The

remaining responses revealed a range of no new principal appointments

to as many as 16 and above for 1985-86. (See Table 25.)

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the responses of the superintendents on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of

significance.

The follow-up question to the preceding one asked the respondents

to indicate, from the number of new principals appointed during

l985—36, the number of new principals who were graduates of their

districts‘ programs. Respsndents were given five response choices

from which to check the appropriate response. They included (al none,

(bl l - 5, (cl 6 — 10, (dl ll — 15, and (e) 16 and above.

The responses of the county and city school

superintendents differed on this question. One half of the
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county school superintendents denoted that none of the newly

appointed principals were selected from the graduates of their

training programs. The second most prominent response of

this group indicated that l -,5 new principals were selected

from the graduates of their training programs. iRemaining

responses of this group denoted as many as 6 - l0 new principals

were selected from their programs' graduates.

From the responses of the city school superintendents, the
’

majority of them (67%) indicated that l- 5 of their newly

appointed principals were gradoates of their districts' programs.

Remaining responses of this group denoted that as few as none to as

many as l0 new principals were appointed from the graduates of

their programs. (See Table 26.)

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the superintendents' responses on this question, the null hypothesis

of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of significance.

In Question l8, respondents were asked to indicate if

individuals were selected to the principalship in their districts

who had not participated in their districts' programs by checking

either the "yes" or "no“ response choices provided for this

question.

From the responses of the county and city school superintendents,

the majority of both groups, 93% and 89%, respectively,

overwhelmingly indicated that individuals were selected to the

T
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principalship who were not participants in their districts“

training programs. Remaining responses to this question were

negative. (See Table 27.}

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the responses of the superintendents on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of

significance. A
The respondents were asked to indicate if other criteria

were considered in the selection of new principals by checking

the "yes" or "no" response choice provided in Question T9.

From the responses of the county and city school

superintendents, all of them in both groups (l00%, respectively)

responded that they did consider other criteria in the selection

of new principals. There were no negative responses. (See Table

28.) when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies

of the responses of the superintendents on this question, the

null hypothesis was accepted at the .05 level of significance.

Question 20, the follow-up question to the preceding one,

asked the respondents to specify the additional criteria that was

considered in the selection of new principals in their districts

by checking either “yes" or "no" for each of the four criteria

listed. If none of the listed criteria applied, they were asked

to specify the criteria. The criteria listed for this question

included (a) professional experience, (b) recommendations,

T
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(c) interview results, (d) written examination, and (e) other.

From the responses of the county and city school

superintendents, all of them in both groups (lOO%, respectively)

denoted that their additional criteria included professional

experience, recommendations, and results of interviews. Other

responses on this question noted the results of a written

examination and performances in the Assessment Center as

additional criteria to the aforementioned. (See Tables 29, 30,

3l, and 32, respectively.) _ .

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the responses of the superintehdents oe each criterion, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted on each at the .05

level of significance.

Implications for Future

Utility of Formal Programs for the

Identification, Assessment, and/or

Training of Prospective Principals

The fourth and final section of the four-part questionnaire

consisted of six questions designed to determine if a consensus

could be established among the respondents regarding the future

· utility of formal staff development programs for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective school principals.

Question 2l, the first question in this section, asked the

respondents to indicate if they viewed school district staff

l
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development programs for the identification, assessment, and/or

training of prospective principals as effective means for

preparing individuals for the principalship. "Yes" and "no"

response choices were provided to them to answer this question.

From the responses of the county and city superintendents,

respectively, the majority of both, 93% and lO0%, respectively,

overwhelmingly indicated that the programs were an effective

means for preparing individuals for the principalship. Only

one county superintendent provided a negative response. (See

Table_33,).» Q

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies

of the responses of the superintendents on this question, the

null hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level

of significance.

Respondents were asked to rate the success of their districts'

programs by checking the appropriate answer that best applied to

them in Question 22. Three response choices were provided which

included fa) very successful, (b) successful, and (c) unsuccessful.

„ From the responses of the county and city school superintendents,

respectively, thé majority of them, 57% and 56%, respectively, denoted

that their programs were successful. The second most prominent

response was "most successful" indicated by 43% and 44%, respectively,

of these groups. (See Table 34.)

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of the

superintendents' responses on this question, the null hypothesis

l
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of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of significance.

Question 23 asked superintendents to indicate whether

participation in their districts' programs should be a

prerequisite for individuals seeking the principalship by checking

either "yes§" “no," or "undecided."

From the responses of the county school superintendents,

the majority of them (43%) were undecided on this question. The

second most prominent response of this group was negative; i.e.

the county superintendents did not feel that participation in

their training programs should be a prerequisite for promotion

to the principalship.

The responses of the city school superintendents were

different.on this issue. The majority of this group (44%) felt

that preservice training should be a prerequisite to promotion to

the principalship. The second most prominent responses of this

group was that of indecision (33%). The other responses indicated

that preservice training should not be a prerequisite to promotion.

(See Table 35.)

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies of

the responses of the superintendents on this question, the null

hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of

significance.

Question 24 asked the respondents to indicate if school

districts should be responsible for providing preservice training

l



for individuals aspiring to the principalship by checking either

the "yes," "n0," or "undecided" response choices as in the

previous question.

From the responses of the county school superintendents,

the majority of them (86%) denoted the affirmative on this

question. One superintendent in this group responded negatively,

and another was undecided.

From the responses of the city school superintendents, all

of them (lOO%) agreed that the school district should be responsible

for providing preservice training for prospective principals. (See

Table 36.)

when the Chi—Square Test was applied to the frequencies of the

superintendents’ responses on this question, the null hypothesis of

no relationship was accepted at the .05 level of significance.

Question 25 asked the respondents to indicate if they had

initiated any changes in their programs, or were considering

initiating any changes by checking either the "yes" or "no" response

choices provided.

From the responses of the county school superintendents, one

half of them indicated that they had initiated or had considered

initiating changes in their programs. One half of them denoted

that they had not.

From the responses of the city school superintendents, a little

more than one half of them (56%) indicated that they had initiated

T
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or had considered making changes in their programs; a little

less than one half of this group denoted that they had not.

(See Table 37.)

when the Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequencies

of the responses of the superintendents on this question, the

null hypothesis of no relationship was accepted at the .05

level of significance.

Question 26, the follow·up question and final question,

asked the superintendents to specify, in writing, those changes

they had made or were considering that would be of benefit to

other programs in the State.

From the responses of the county school superintendents,

the following statements were provided from 43% of this group:

l. "More intense training geared to daily work."

2. "Details are not currently available." _

3. "More intense training."

4. "Add a local component to the Assessment Center."

5. "Broaden training."

6. "Participation in the Springfield Project."

From the responses of the city school superintendents, 33 l/3%

of them provided the following comments:

l. "Details not currently available."

2. "Refinement of the process."

3. "More in—depth training, and more relative to
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everyday situations."

.. V Summary

A four-part questionnaire was mailed to all ef the public

school superintendents in Virginia to determine the status of

public school staff development programs for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective urincipals. One-

hundred fifteen superintendents returned completed questionnaires

after initial and follow-up mailings were completed. This total

included responses from 76 county public school districts,

representing 79% of all county school districts in Virginia; 36

city public school districts representing 90% of all city school

districts in Virginia; and three township public school districts

representing 75% of all township school districts in Virginia.

The overall rate of return for this survey was 82%.

Data collected from the questionnaires were analyzed in

terms of frequencies from which marginal tabulations were calculated.

The Chi-Square Test was applied to the frequency data to test for

statistical significance. A summary of the findings presented in

this chapter will be discussed in Chapter 5.

T
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Tab1e 1

1'iwinia.Counties

Cities Townshios

District Size 76 36 3

AverageFr_eg_gcgpg_y100

— 999 6 8% 2 5% 1 33 1/3%

1000 - 5999 48 63% 20 56% 2 66 2/3%

6000 - 10,999 15 20% 6 17% 0 0%

11,000 — 15,999 3 4% 1 3% 0 0%

16,000 - 20,999 0 0% 2 5% 0 0%

21,000 - 25,999 0 0% 1 3% 0 0%

26,000 and above 4 5% 4 11% D 0%

1
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Table 2

ßmber 0* Schools 1¢1it@_yjgg_ini_g;_

(Reported as Frequencies and Marginal Tabulations)

Counties Cities Townships

76 36 3

Number 0* Schools Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

1. 1 - 10 48 63% 21 58% 3 100%

2. 11 - 20 19 25% 7 19% 0 0%

3. 21 - 30 5 7% 1 3% 0 0%

4. 31 — 40 0 0% 3 8% 0 0%

5. 41 and above 4 5% 4 11% 0 0%
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Tab1e 3

I.¤t¤.1.- Y.¤.a@.¤§.2-.§;u>;=1;m;s·ßäe@;

COUY11l1ES Townshjpg

76 36 3

Years Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

1. Less than 1 5 7% 4 11%

2. 1 — 5 21 28% 12 33%

3. 6 -10 16 21%; 11 31% 1 331/3%

4. 11 -15 17 22% 6 17% 1 331/3%

5. 16 — 20 13 17% 2 5%

7. 21 and above 4 5'% 1 3% 1 33 1/3%
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Table 4

lem ¤f..;><e€r.L@.¤.<¢..@.jß.§¤;Js2.¤J.w-<1L.Eir.¤i¤i.a.$e1>1:;ri2.äe@e¤1;2
(Reported as Frequencsies and Margina1 Tabu1at1ons)

Counties Ciües Townships

76 36 3

Years Frequency % Frequency T? Frequency %

1. Less than 1 0 07 0 0% 0 0%

2. 1 - 5 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

3. 6 - 10 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

4. 11 -15 5 6% 1 3% 0 0%

5. 16 - 20 12 16% 6 17% 1 331/3%

6. 21 and above 59 78% 29 80% 2 66 2/3%
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Tab1e 5

R@Se¤.¤.S@.S ¤.i Erg in Reseeiimube
Question "Have Principa1?"

Row

Group Yes No Subt0ta1s

Counties 72 (72) 4 (4) 76

Cities 34 (34) 2 (1.9) 36

Townships 3 (2.8) 0 (0. 1) 3

Co1umn Subt0ta1s 109 6 115

(1,§;23) = 0.119, p_<(.05W
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Tab1e 6

Responses of Virginia Superintendents Regarding

the Question "Did You Receive Fcrma1 Preservice Training

for the Principa1ship Prior to Your Initia1 Appointment?"

Row

Group Yes No Subtota1s

Counties 9 (9.9) 67 (56) 76

Cities 6 (4.5) 30 (31.3) 36

Townships
I

0 (0.4) 3 (2.6) 3

Co1umn Subtota1s 15 100 115

;;2(1,g;115) = 1.13, peß.05
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Tab1e 7

Age Distribution of Virginia Sugerintgpdentg

(Reported as Frequencies and Margina1 Tabu1ations)

Counties Cities Townships

76 36 3

Age Frequency Z Frequency Z Frequency %

1. ?n - ¢¤ G 0% 0 0% 0 0%

2. 30 — 39 2 3% 2 6% 0 0%

3. 40 — 49 32 42% 16 44% 1 33 1/3%

4. 50 - 59 32 42% 15 42% 2 66 2/3%

5. 60 and above 10 4% 3 8% 0 0%
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Tab1e 8

Qegree Stgti of Virginia Sup_<gjjpjg_r@_eli_gs_

(Reported as Frequencies and Margina1 Tabu1ations)

Countiec Cities Townships

76 36 3

Degree Frequency 76 Frequency 96 Frequency *16

1. BA, ES - - -

2. MA, MS 2 3% 1 3% 1 33 1/3%

3. MA p1us 30 5576 S 22% 2 66 2/3%

4. Doctorate 32 42% 27 75% — -

1
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Table 9

Responses gj_VirqinigLSuoerjgtghgggt;_ßgggrgjgg_thg_Question,

"Qggg_Your School 0istrjgt_Qggregtlv Have a_§tajj_Qgvelopment

Program ig_Effect jgr_thg_Identification, ßsgessment, ggg/gr

Training gj_Pr0spective Principals?"

Group Yes No Row Total

Counties l4 (l5.l) 62 (6l) 76

Cities 9 (7.2) 27 (29) 36

Towns 0 (0.6) 3 (2.4) 3

Column

Totals 23 92 ll5

2 _ „ _ „
jzß (2,N—llo) — 0.954, Qj».05
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Table l0

Responsep_gf Twepty-Three Yjjgjgja Superintendents

Regarding the Total Number of_Yggjg_Their Pgggpective

Principal Training Programs Havg_Been in Qpggggipp

l-3 4-6 7-9 l0 Years Row

Group Years Years Years and above Total

Counties 8 (8.5) 3 (3) 2 (l.8) l (0.6) l4

Cities 6 (5.5) 2 (2) l (l.2) 0 (0.4) 9

Column

Totals l4 5 3 l 23

;Z?(3,N;23)= 0.796,_p<:.05
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Tabie N

Be2peß.¢§-9.we¤.t.1.—.TT¤.¤.^..G.@Mandate

from Initiative of

State Dept. of This Schooi FoTTowing Row

Group Education District Trend Other TotaTs

Counties 0 (0) T3 (13.4) T (0.6) 0 (0) T4

Cities 0 (0) 9 (8.6) 0 (S.4) 0 (0) 9

CoTumn

TotaTs O 22 T O 23

/2 „ ,_. __ _ _
0.698,
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Tab1e 12

Responses of Twenty;Ihrgg_Yiggjgig_§gperintendggts

Regarding How Often Their Qgggram Sessions Arg_Qjfered

Once Twice Once Every Row

Group a Year a Year Other Year Other Tota1s

Counties 3 (3.7) 8 (7.9) 0 (0) 3 (2.4) 14

Cities 3 (2.3) 5 (5.1) 0 (0) 1 (1.6) 9

Co1umn

Tota1s 6 13 0 4 23

2 -ZZ; (3,N=23) — 0.723, p<(.05
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Table l3

rs
Regardinsin

Their Distrigts‘ Prggrags

Results of

Recruited Anyore who Competitive

by School Expresses an written Exams Row

Group District Interest Interviews,etc. Other Total

Counties 8 (6.7) l (3) O (l.2) 5 (3) l4

Cities 3 (4.3) 4 (2) 2 (0.8) 0 (2) 9

Column

Totals ll 5 2 5 23

2 (3,§723) = 10.3l, p;:.O5

T
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Tab1e 14

Responses of Twentv;1hree Virginia Superingggggnts

Regarding the Number of Partjgjpants Se1ggted to the Programs

Less

Than 21 and Row

Group 10 10-15 16-20 above Other Tota1s

Counties 9 (7.3) 1 (1.2) O (0.6) 4 (4.3) 0 (0.6) 14

Cities 3 (4.7) 1 (0.8) 1 (0.4) 3 (2.7) 1 (O.4) 9

Co1umn

Tota1s 12 2 1 7 1 23

(4,N_=23) = 4.148, p<.O5%
2 „
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Tab1e(15

Resgonses of Twenty-Three Virginia Sugerintendents

ßegarding the Lengths of Thejr Training Periods

10 Mo. Row

Group 1-3 Mo. 4-6 Mo. 7-9 Mo. or above Other Tota1

Counties 7 (6.1) 0 (1.2) 2 (1.2) 3 (3.7) 2 (1.8) 14

Cities 3 (3.9) 2 (0.8) O (0.8) 3 (2.3) 1 (1.2) 9

Co1umn

Tota1 10 2 2 6 3 23

ZX; 2(4,§;23) = 5.074, gj<.05
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Tab1e 17

Resg0nses_0f Twenty—Three yergilcendents Regardjng

The Designs
eisheIg.w„iiLee.äi@1¤.;.iiss.e%ne.nt.-;¤.i1M>x_Tr;J.iü1=g.¤f_P1espe5;.ye
Principag

Assessment Competency Fie1d Universit_y

Group Center Based Based Courses Other 1’ota1

Counties 7 (4.9) 0 (0.6) 4 (4.3) 0 (0) 3 (4.3) 14

Cities 1 (3.1) 1 (0.4) 3 (2.7) 0 (0) 4 (2.7) 9

Co1umn

Tota1 3 1 7 0 7 23

%2(4,g1=23) = 4.896, p<.05
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Table l8

Responses of_l]1enty-Three Superintendents R€C1Q_T;Cil_l’E_

giga Skills Developed in Viroinia gglic School District Programs

for the Identification, Assessment, angjor_l]gjnjjgl;;f

Qrpspective Principals

4 Instructional Standard

Management Leadership Leadership Ed. Admin. Row

Group Functions Behaviors Skills Topics All Total

Counties 0 (0) l (l.2) 0 (O) 0 (O) l3 (l2.8) T4

Cities 0 (D) l (0.8) 0 (0) 0 (0) 8 (8.2) 9

Column

Totals 0 2 0 O 2l 23

2 .
% (4,_M=23) = 0.09l, p<.d5
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Tab1e 19

Responses of Twenty-Three Superintendents Reoarding the

Instructiona1 Strategies §mp10yed in Virginia_Pug1jc Schoo1

District Programs for the Identification, Assessment, andigr

Training of Prospective Principa1s

g Lectures, Seminars

Lecture Lectures & Ro1e-P1ayin¤/

Group 0n1y Seminars Simu1ations Other Tota1

Counties 0 (0) 1 (0.6) 8 (9.7) 5 (3.6) 14

Cities 0 (O) 0 (0.4) 8 (6.3) 1 (2.3) 9

Co1umn

Tota1s 0 1 16 6 23

742 ·(3,§=23) - 2.703, };<.05
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Giéxer Te-1x1

Ccrmties O (O) :3 (7.3) *5 (5.5) 1 (1.2) 1·E

Cities nl (Q) -1 1 (0.13) 9

Cv>1«;r·'.v1

TC·t&)S Ü VR Q p 23

2 0.371.
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Tab1e 21

R@S¤00S¤S
0*VirciniaPgib1ic $g;hoo1 0lstricj__{v;o_<;j_g_rrg_jgr the Iderigijitgggmy,

Assessment, and@__j_1;gj_nin¤ oj__1j_gqs_;>_q:_t_ige_ Pring_@g_1s_

$1000- $5001- $10,001 $15,001 $20,001

Group $5000 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 S Above Other T0ta1

Counties 11 (8.5) 1 (2.4) 0 (1.2) 0 (0) 0 (O) 2 (1.8) 14

Cities 3 (5.5) 3 (1.6) 2 (0.8) 0 (0) 0 (O) 1 (1.2) 9

C01umn

T0ta1s 14 4 2 0 0 3 23

2 „\ _
r(5,g=23, = 6.968, g_<.0;
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Tab1e 22

¤i.
vim.Identification,Assessment, and/orjlr_a3nil«g__g_i;j*_rosnectjye Prlncinals

Budgeted Funded by Joint Fundinq

by Sch0o1 Funded Federa1 Throuqn State

Group District by State Grant 8. Fed. Crants Other Totai

Counties 13 0 (O) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (1.2) 14

Cities 8 0 (O) O (0) 0 (0) 0 (0.8) 9

Co1umn

Tota1s 21 0 - C 0 1 23

31723) = 0.091, g<.06
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TabTe 23

Responses of Twenty-Three Sgperintgggents Regargjng the Question,

[Are Virginia PubTjg_§ghgoT Programs for the_lgentification,

Assessment, and/or Training of Prospective PrincipaTs UtiTized

in SeTecting New PrincipaTs

Group Yes No Row TotaT

Counties TT (9.7) 3 (4.3) T4

Cities 5 (6.3) 4 (2.7) 9

CoTumn

TotaTs T6 7 23

~
jf (T, N_=23) = T.46T, p_<.05
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Table 24

Public Schoql_Pr0qrams {gr_the Identifiqgtigg: AssessmentJ_gggLgr

Training_of Prospective_Princigals Are Qsgg to Select New_PrinciggTs

Participants Training is

are Ranked and Required for

are the New all Individuals Training is

Principal Pool Seeking the not a

of Qualified Princioalship Prerequisite

Group Candidates For Promotion Other Total

Counties 2 (l.2) 0 (0.6) T2 (T2.l) 0 (0) T4

Cities 0 (0.8) T (0.4) 8 (7.8) 0 (0) 9

Column

Totals 2 l 20 0 23

;Zf2 -(3, N=23) = 2.839, g<(.0¤
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Table 25

Re.Se<m.ee.S et the.

Number of _T@_w Princioals Ap_g0j_n_1;2d Durjng T985·€@_n_Tnej_r;j_gTg>gl

Districts

Group None T-5 6—T0 TT-T5 l6~above Total

Counties 3 (2.4) T0 (TO.3) T (0.6) 0 (0) 0 (0.6) T4

Cities T (T.6) 7 (6.6) 0 (0.4) 0 (0) T (0.4) 9

Column

Totals 4 T7 T 0 T 23

72 ·r (4, N=23) — 2.575, p<.05
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Tab1e 26

Responses of Twenty-ThreeVirginiajglgjjcRegarding

th_e_ Numbers of New P1j_ng_ipa1s App0int_c;cL{r;cLmLTgPle;jj·_

Egntifiga_tion,__/Ygsgssment, and_[9_r Training Programs _f_o_v;_ILr_ospectjye

Principa1s

Group None 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-above Tota1

Counties 7 (5.5) 5 (6.7) 2 (1.8) 0 (O) 0 (0) 14

Cities 2 (3.5) 6 (4.3) 1 (1.2) 0 (O) 0 (0) 9

Co1umn

Tota1s 9 11 3 0 0 23

2 (4, N_=23) = 2.210, p<.05
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Table 27

ße_sponses of Twenty-Three Virgigia Pubßc ScYiog1_§};pg_ij_gt£nde¤its

Bgoarding the_Question,_l_Are lndivicygjs Apgoixitggjgjiig Principaj_sjlg_

who Have Hot Participated in thg__@strictLs___S_tai*f Lggjpgment Prog_@_rg?"

Group Yes No Total

Counties 13 (12.8) l (1.2) 14

Cities 8 (8.2) 1 (0.8) 9

C01umn

Total 21 2 23

2
%

(1, H=23) = 0.091, g(.O5
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Table 28

Responses of Twenty—Three Virqinia Superintendegts Regarding the

Question, "Are There Other Criteria Used to Select New Principals

in Your District?"

Group Yes No Total

Counties l4 (l4) O (0) l4

Cities 9 (9) 0 (O) 9

Column

Total 23 O 23

'

%
U, N=23) = O, g<.O5
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Table 29

Resgog_ggg_1ir0m Twentyjhree Virqinia Sygerintendents Reoardino the

Q_ug‘gi0n, "what Are the Additionaj_i§rij_eria?"

A. Professional Experience

Group Yes No Total&BET«??§§’”°’"“”°7ZF'ZV”‘”—””T>'Tc”>””‘i"”—'7?”°

Cities 9 (9) 0 (O) 9

Column Total 23 0 23

%2(l, w=23) = O, g<.O5
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Table 30

ßesponses frg@_Twenty—Three Virginjg Sugerintgngggts Regarding the

Ouestion, "what Are the Additional Criterjgj"

B. Recommendations

Group Yes No Total

Counties 14 (14) 0 (0) 14

Cities 9 (9) 0 (0) 9

Column Totals 23 0 23

ß(l, §=23) = 0, p<.05
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Tab1e 31

Resgonses from Twenty-Three Virginia Superintenqgnts Regarding

the Question, "what Are the Additiona1 Criteriaß"

C. Interview Resu1ts

Group Yes No ·Tota1

Counties 14 (14) 0 (0) 14

Cities 9 (9) 0 (0) 9

Co1umn T0ta1 23 0 23

2 - -jd (1, M-23) — 0, 2<-05
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Tab1e 32

ßespohses from Twenty—Three Virginia Superigggggents Regarding

the Question, "what are the Additiona1 Criterjgj"

D. written Examination

Group Yes No Tota1

Counties 3 (3) 11 (11) 14

Cities 2 (1.9) 7 (7) 9

Co1umn Tota1 5 18 23

;2i2(1, Q;23) = 0.005, B<(.06
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·Table 33

Responses of Twenty-Three Virginig_Public Schgpl Superintendents

Regarding the Question, "Do You View District_§tgfj_pevelopment

Programs for the Identification, Assessment, and/or Traininq of

Prospective Principals As An Effective Means for Pregarinq

Individuals for the Principalship?"

Group Yes No Total

Counties l3 (l3.4) l (0.6) l4

Cities 9 (8.6) 0 (0.4) 9

Column Total 22 l 23

2 .Q; (l,N=23) = 0.697, g(.05
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Table 34

Responses of Twenty—Three Virginia Syperintendents__§_eg;i_v·ding ggg

Rate of Success of Tbeigßchool Dis_tri:tsl_jg_ogranis_gQb_Tj__tjle

Identifigatioh Assessment, öfld/OI‘_I_[_&}_'LflllT_g__Q_T'. Prggpegive Pringggi

Group Very Successful Successful Unsuccessful Total

Counties 6 (6.l) 8 (7.9) 0 (0) T4

Cities 4 (3.9) 5 (5.T) 0 (0) 9

Column Totals l0 T3 0 23

2
(2,§=23) = 0.008, p<.05
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Tab1e 35

Bgsggnses of Twentg·Three Virgjgja_Pgp1ic Schgg1_§uperintendents

ßegarding the Question, "Shgg1d Particigation_jg_the District';

Program be a Prereguisite for Individua1s Seeking the Principa1ship?"

Group Yes No Undecided Tota1

Counties 3 (4.3) 5 (4.3) 6 (5.5) 14

Cities 4 (2.7) 2 (2.7) 3 (3.5) 9

C01umn Tota1 7 7 9 23

jzf 2(2,ß;23) = 1.431, p_<1o6
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Table 36

Responses o_f Twenty-Three Virginia Publig;___§ghool Sup_e_vjgLtender·Lts

Regarding t_[1_g Question*LlSh0uTd Schogl Sygcems be;ßg_o_gnsibTeg_gr;

ßrovidijg Prla-service Tigaining for Prgsgegtjle Prip_gjgls_?"

Group Yes No Undecided Total

Counties T2 (T2.8) l (0.6) T (0.6) T4

Cities 9 (8.2) O (0.4) 0 (0.4) 9

Column Totals 2l T T 23

2
ß (2,Q=23) = l.462, _rg(-05
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Table 37

ßeggonses of Twenty;Thgeg Virginia Public Qgbool Superintgggggt;

Regardinq the Questigp, “Have You Initiated Anv Changg;_in Ygg;

Current Training Program_fgr Prospective Princigglg2"

Group Yes No Total

Counties 7 (7.3) 7 (6.7) l4

Cities 5 (4.7) 4 (4.3) 9

Column Totals 12 ll 23

0.065, gsf.05



A CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND RECDMMENDATIONS

A

This study was designed to assess the status of staff

development programs in the public school districts in Virginia

for the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals. Six relevant questions detailing contemporary issues

of prospective principal preparation were studied. The issues

regarded the following:

l. what are the designs of the staff development programs

for the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals in the Virginia public school districts?

2. How are the staff development programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals administered in the Virginia public school districts?

3. How are the staff development programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals financed in the Virginia public school districts?

4. What are the areas of skillS development in the staff

development programs for the identification, assessment, and/or

training of prospective principals in the Virginia public school

districts?

5. what influences do the staff development programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective principals

l

.. Ama
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exert on the selection of new principals in the Virginia public

school districts?
.6.

Is there a consensus among the public school superintendents

in Virginia about the future of staff development programs of public

school districts for the identification, assessment, and/or training

of prospective principals?

A four—part questionnaire was mailed to all of the public

school superintendents in Virginia. Results from this population

disclosed the practices on·going in Virginia for the training of

prospective principals. These findings are detailed further in

this chapter.

Need for the Study

A firm and steadily growing body of research has documented

the role of the school principal as the key force in educational

improvement. As schools have experienced and adapted to societal

change, principals have had to adjust, expand, and reinterpret their

roles. It has been suggested that too often principals, new ones

in particular, have discovered themselves caught up in a whirlwind

of personal and professional survival. "Armed with little more

than a set of keys and a few graduate courses, new principals have

been thrust unprepared into an administrative jungle. ·Energy that

should have been directed towards providing leadership was spent

learning the ropesn (Pellicer and Buford, 1982, p. 28)·

i

To facilitate this role adjustment, expansion,and reinterpretation,
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school districts have begun to initiate internal strategies for the

purpose of preparing special personnel for leadership and management.

Though not prolific in the literature, there has been evidence that

identifying, assessing, and developing leadership skills have emerged

as a vital interest of public school districts as a means of

providing capable and well—qualified administrative personnel to

confront and deal with the new conditions in education. This interest

has also represented an effort to bridge the "traditionally wide gap

between administrative theory and running a school" (p. 28).

The major goal of this study was to provide this assessment of

the systemmatic staff development programs of identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective principals on-going in the

State‘s public school districts. As a relatively new phenomenon, an

assessment of the strategies of public school districts for

identifying, assessing, and/or training of prospective principals

must be conducted before an evaluation of the same can be accomplished.

Purpose of the Study

Believing that the training of prospective school principals is

vital to school districts in maintaining a well qualified and

competent educational staff to meet the challenges of an ever—changing

society, this researcher was interested in the strategies employed by

superintendents of Virginia public school districts to achieve that

intent. The major purpose of this study, therefore, was to assess

and evaluate collected data regarding the staff development programs
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of public school districts in Virginia for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective principals.

Design of the Study

In the attempt to assess the status of staff development

programs of public school districts in Virginia for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective principals, a survey was

designed to be sent to all of the superintendents of public school

districts in Virginia. A total of 141 superintendents comprised

the target population contacted to participate in this study.

Each superintendent was sent a questionnaire with a self-

addressed stamped return envelope on April ll, 1986. A corresponding

cover letter explaining the purpose and nature cf the instrument

was included in the mailing. By the April 20, 1986, deadline,

ninety—eight superintendents (70% of the target population contacted)

had returned their completed questionnaires. A second mailing of the

questionnaire was sent to all non—respondents on May 20, 1986. By the

May 30, 1986, cut-off date, seventeen additional questionnaires had

been returned yielding a total of 115 superintendents or 82% of the

target population who had responded.

Agglysis of the Data _

Analysis of the data collected from the questionnaires was

begun during the summer of 1986. Since the focus of this research

was directed to the status of staff development programs of the

public school districts in Virginia for the identification, assessment,
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and/or training of prospective principals, the first step of analysis

was to determine those school districts with programs from those

without them. A frequency count from the question, "Does your school

district currently have a staff development program for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective principals

in effect?" was executed for this purpose. From the ll5 respondents,

twenty-three superintendents (20% of the population) indicated that they

had such programs in effect; 92 (30% of the population) indicated that

they did not. From the twenty-three affirmative respondents, 9

(39% of this population) were superintendents of city public school

districts; l4 (6l% of this population) were superintendents of countv

public school districts.

Once the dichotomy was determined, data collected from the

superintendents who had programs were analyzed in terms of frequency

counts from which marginal tabulations were computed. The Chi—Square

Test was applied to all frequency data to determine statistical

significance.

Results of the Study

Six relevant questions detailing contemporary issues regarding

staff development programs for the identification, assessment, and/or

training of prospective principals formed the basis for this research.

The first of these questions was "what are the designs of the staff

development programs for the identification, assessment, and/or

training of prospective principals in the public school districts
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in Virginia?"

Qgsigns of the Programs _

From data collected from the target population, regarding the

designs of the staff programs for the identification, assessment,

and/or training of prospective principals, it was discovered that

the majority of the public school systems in Virginia conducted

the National Association of Secondary School Principals' Assessment

Center. The second most popular designs were the field-base

approach and a combination of the Assessment Center and the field—base

design.

Additional data collected from respondents regarding the designs

of their programs disclosed that the majority of them had been in

existence for l - 3 years. The second most prominent period of

existence was 4 — 6 years. It was interesting to discover that

l3% of the school districts' programs had been in operation for 7 — 9

years, and 4% had been in existence lO years or more.

In éstablishing the rationale for why the programs were

developed, it was noted that the majority of them were offsprings of

initiatives of the school districts to provide for the effective

administration of the schools in them. Only 4% of the programs were

the result of following trend established by certain school districts

in the State.

The Administration of the Programs

The second issue studied regarding the status of staff ‘
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development programs of public school districts in Virginia for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals concerned the administration of such programs; i.e.

how they were applied and how they functioned.

Data collected from the respondents revealed several

disclosures. First it was noted that the majority of the programs

were provided twice a year. The second most prominent time period

was once a year. The remaining programs were offered from 3 to 5

times a year.

The second disclosure pertained to how participants were

selected to the programs. The majority of the school districts

selected participants for their programs from recommendations

submitted by their superiors. The second most prominent methods

of selection consisted of a combination of recommendations and

expressions of interest, and recommendations and the results of

competitive interviews and tests.

Twenty-one percent of the school districts selected anyone

who expressed an interest to participate in their programs, and

9% based selection solely on the results of competitive interviews

and tests.
‘

A third disclosure was related to the number of participants

selected to the programs each time they were offered. The

majority of the programs accepted 10 or fewer individuals for

training each time training programs were offered. The second
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most prominent number selected for training was 2l or more.

The remaining numbers selected to programs ranged from ll to

20 participants. Only 4% of the districts noted that the

number selected varied from session to session.

A fourth disclosure from the data pertained to the length

of the programs' training sessions. The majority of the programs‘

training sessions lasted l - 3 months. The second most popular

length of training was TO months and above. The remaining

programs' training sessions ranged from l week to 7 — 9 months.

A final disclosure from this data pertained to who conducted

the programs‘ activities. The majority of the programs in the

State utilized a combination of central office administrators

and local university educational administrative staff to conduct

the developmental activities.

The second most prominent practice was the utilization of

the aforementioned and district principals who had displayed

exemplary leadership.

The remaining programs employed the services of local

university educational staff.

The Financing of the Proqrgmg
‘

A third issue examined regarding the status of staff

development programs of public school districts in Virginia for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

[

principals concerned how the programs were financed. with the
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exception of 2 programs which invo1ved no costs to operate,

the remaining programs were financed by the schoo1 systems,

respective1y.
‘ Of the schoo1 districts which financed their own programs,

the majority of them cost in the range of $1000 - $6000 to

operate. The second most prominent cost was the range of

$6001 — $10,000.

Areas of Ski11s Deve1opment

The fourth issue investigated regarding the status of staff

deve1opment programs of pub1ic schoo1 districts in Virginia for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principa1s pertained to the ski11s deve1opment components of

the programs. The majority of the programs stressed training in

management ski11s, 1eadership ski11s, and other ski11s re1evant

to the effective administration of the educationa1 programs in the

schoo1 districts, respective1y. 0n1y two DPOQPGWS GmDhöS1Z€d

1eadership deve1opment tota11y.

In investigating the instructiona1 strategies that were

emp1oyed in these ski11s components, the majority of the programs

uti1ized Tectures, seminars, and ro1e-p1aying/simu1ations

strategies.
‘

Six of the programs inc1uded an on-the—job (fie1d—base)

training component which was noted as an instructiona1 strategy.

In determining the mastery of ski11s in these ski11s
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components, the majority of the programs utilized observations

and ratings on each training component as the basis for

evaluation. Nine of the programs included the results of a

written comprehensive examination in addition to the observations

and ratings,. It was interesting to discover that one program .

employed no evaluation strategy of any kind.

Influences of the Programs on the

. Selection of New Principals

In assessing the status of staff development programs of

public school districts in Virginia for the identification,

assessment, and/or training of prospective principals, the issue

of whether or not the programs exerted any inf1uence(s) on the

selection of new principals was studied. The majority of the

school districts with programs acknowledged using them to select

new principals. Seven of them denoted that they did not.

In specifying how the programs were used to select new

principals, the majority of the school districts indicated that

although their programs were not a prerequisite for promotion,

participation in them did enhance an individual's.chances for

promotion, Of an interesting note was the fact that participation

in one school district's program was a reguirement for anyone

I seeking to become a principal.

During the 1985-86 school year, it was discovered that the .

majority of the school districts with programs appointed in the
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range of 1 — 5 new principa1s. The majority of these new

appointees were products of their districts' training programs.

However, there were new principa1s appointed in these districts

from individua1s who were not products of the districts'

training programs.

In the exp1anation of the rationa1e for this 1atter

occurrence, a11 of the schoo1 districts asknow1edged the

consideration of other variab1es in the se1ection of new

principa1s. These additiona1 variab1es inc1uded the consideration

of professiona1 experience, recommendations, and interview resu1ts,

and the consideration of the resu1ts of competitive written

examinations and/or eva1uations from an Assessment Center

experience.

The Future of Pub1ic Schoo1 Programs for

the Identification, Assessment, and/or

Training of Prospective Principa1s

The sixth and fina1 issue studied in determining the status of

pub1ic schoo1 district staff deve1opment programs for the

identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective principa1s

pertained to the perceptions of superintendents regarding the future

of such programs. From the data co11ected from the superintendents,

they overwhe1ming1y acknow1edged that their programs were an

effective means for preparing individua1s for the principa1ship.

0n1y one superintendent disagreed with that notion.
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In rating the level of success, or lack of it in the

accomplishment of their proqrams' goals, a little more than

one half of the superintendentS télt that thai? DV0qYamS had

been successful. There were quite a few of them who felt

that their programs were "most successful" in the accomplishment

of their_goals.

In the attempt to determine if participation in a school

districtls preservice training program should be a

prerequisite to promotion to the principalship, no consensus

could be established from the superintendents. Most of them

were undecided about it. The remainder of the superintendents

were split between the affirmative and the negative on this

issue.

Despite the varied opinions on whether participation in a

district's program should be a prerequisite for the principalship,

the superintendents ovenwhelmingly agreed that school systems

should be responsible for providing preservice programs for

individuals seeking the principalship. Only l superintendent

expressed disagreement, and l superintendent expressed indecision.

Finally, out of this investigator's interest to determine if

any of the superintendents had initiated or considered'initiating

any changes in their current offerings, a little over half of them

indicated that they had. The remaining superintendents seemed to

i

be satisfied with what they were doing.
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Of the superintendents who had or were considering implementing

changes in their current programs, the majority of them expressed

the need for more intense and in—depth training relevant to the

everyday work situation. In one case, the superintendent suggested

adding a local training component to the National Association of

Secondary School Principals' Assessment Center.

Interpretation of the Results

Rohr (1984) has asserted that identifying, assessing, and

developing leadership skills have emerged as an interest of public

school districts in this country. The rationale for this interest

has developed from the awareness that "forces of societal change

have placed new demands on school administrators for skills to

manage schools" (Cawelti, 1981, p. 1).

In acknowledgement of this awareness that new skills and

understandings are required of school leadership, public school

districts in Virginia have engaged in the development and

implementation of programs for the systemmatic identification,

assessment, and/or development of leadership, particularly with

respect to the principalship. During the 1985-86 school year,

20% of them conducted such programs; an additional 2% were engaged

in the planning of programs to be implemented during 1986-87.

The diversity of the designs of the school districts' programs

in the State has suggested that there has not been an acceptance

of any one established practice for the preparation/training of
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individuals for the principalship. Rather, the designs have been

adapted to suit the unique circumstances of each school district.

The exceptions were found in the systemmatic assessment procedures

utilized by the majority of the county and city public school

districts. These procedures involved the employment of the National

Association of Secondary School Principals' Assessment Center

process for that purpose.

The fact that the programs of the public school districts for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals were individually developed, implemented, and fiscally

self—supported, has yielded support to Rohr's assertion that the

identification, assessment, and/or development of leadership have

emerged as an interest of public school districts in Virginia. The

overwhelming emphases on leadership and management skills development,

and the emphases on the development of other relevant skills

associated with the administration of schools have further affirmed

that forces of societal change have facilitated new aspects of the

principal's job that require him/her to be more adaptive.
U

The majority of the staff development programs of the public

school districts in Virginia for the identification, assessment, and/or

training of prospective principals were utilized as a·means for

selecting new principals. (A little less than one half of the new

principals selected during l985—86 were from graduates of these

programs.) However, principals were selected from among individuals

l
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who had not participated in these programs. The reasons

provided by superintendents for these occurrences were that

professional experience, recommendations, and interview results

were additional variables considered in their selection process.

Additionally, they specified that the majority of the programs

were not prerequisites for promotion; rather, participation in

them simply enhanced individuals' opportunities for promotion.

Virginia public school superintendents with staff development

programs for the identification, assessment, and/or training of

prospective principals in their districts, have agreed that they

represent a viable means for preparing individuals for the

principalship. They have attested to the fact that each of their

programs was successful in the accomplishment of its purpose.

Despite this apparent consensus, the superintendents could

not reach an agreement on whether these formal programs should

be a requirement for an individual aspiring to the principalship.

They were equally split on this issue. Nonetheless, the

superintendents have suggested that school districts should assume

the responsibility for providing formal preservice programs for

prospective principals. They have indicated that these programs

should be intense and indepth experiences relevant to·the everyday

work situation of a principal.

Recommendations for Further Study

The results of this research have provided some basic answers
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to six issues that were examined regarding the status of staff

development programs in Virginia public school districts for

the identification, assessment, and/or training of prospective

principals. Conversely, these results have generated additional

issues that must be addressed before a clear and comprehensive

understanding of school district programs for prospective.

principals can be achieved. .

Qesigns of Trainino Programs

_ It has been established that prospective principal training

programs of Virginia public school districts have reflected a

diversity of models/designs. These models/designs have been

adapted to satisfy the unique needs of the school districts.

while this practice is congruent to contingency theory; i.e.,

appropriate organization, processes, choices, et. al., are

contingent upon the unique nature and the tasks of an organization;

it has suggested that the transfer of acquired skills from one

organization and process to another may not be easily facilitated.

In other words, the training emohases in one district may not be

necessarily the same ones in another.

The development and Validation of a state—wide model of

orospective principal training, much like the National Association

of Secondary School Principals' Assessment Center process for

potential leadership identification, would discouraqe such a

phenomenon. Thus, the development and Validation of a state-wide
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model of prospective principal training is recommended for

future research.

Tng_ßglg_pj_png Prospectiyg_Principal Tngjning

Program pn_gng_§glggtjpn_pj Principal;

This research has established that Virginia public school

district prospective principal training programs have produced

pools of qualified persons from which new principals have been

selected. It was also recognized that individuals were

appointed to principalships who were not products of their

districts' prospective principal training programs. How did

this occur?

The basis for this phenomenon was not clearly established

in this research. Questions were not included on the guestionnaire

to ascertain principal selection procedures; i.e., how principals

were selected and whether or not the selection processes were

systematic and equitable. Therefore, a clear understanding of the

influence(s) of prospective principal training programs on the

selection of principals was not achieved. This is an issue that

is recommended for future research.

Tng_Effectiveness pj_Pnpgpggtjng; ·

Principal Training Pnpgnnng -

In this study, Virginia public school superintendents

attested that their programs for the identification, assessment,

and/or training of prospective principals were successful in
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the accomplishment of their purposes. Their assertions, however,

were not substantiated by any empirical data. Again, the

questionnaire employed in this research did not contain questions

to elicit such information. what were the specific goals of

these programs, and how were their successes measured and determined?

The research of Edmunds, Lazotte, and Brookover, over the past

two years, a.k.a. the effective school research, has clearly

established a very positive relationship between the leadership

ability of the principal and student achievement. From this

research, efforts have been instituted to enhance the achievement

of students through the promotion of better leadership. The LEAD

Act of l984 out of Title IX has been one such effort.

If effective leadership is at the heart of student achievement,

then a viable means for determining the success or lack of success

of prospective principal training programs would be to evaluate

them in terms of student achievement. This is an issue recommended

for future study.

Qonclusions

This research has established that approximately one—fifth

of the public school districts in Virginia have some type of

program in motion for the identification, assessment,‘and/or

training of prospective orincipals. However, with the

exception of assessment procedures which were established as

systematic, there was no systematic or coordinated approach to

l
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prospective principal training present in the State.

A systematic and coordinated approach to prospective

principal training is needed to enhance the viability and

credibility of prospective principal training programs.
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Appendix A
INTERNAL SIAff'D[V[LOPMCNI PIIOGRAHS FOR IMC

'
IDENJIFICAIION, ASSCSSHCNT AND TRAINING Of PROSPCCIIVIZ PRINCIPALS

OUIÜSYIONNAIRC
Direct-ions: Ihia queatlonnnire has been divided into four sections pertaininq to school district staff development
program:. for the identification, assessment, and training nf prospcetnve principalza. Please answer all questionsby clrcling the response that Imst describes your school rlistrict. lf arlrlrl innnl snann in ncedrzrl fnr write-in
responses, please use Ihn hack sialr nf the page on which Ihn question appears., usinn thn apnrriprialn number of Inu-
qucstion. ([¤ampI•·: Nn. 7 Ifnnl .I I'lca::n relurn Ihn cumplctcd qunslionnairn in Ihr slampell •·uvnIu;•n provided nu
later than April )O, I'IIl6. Ihank you for your participation und suppnrt.

FAR; om
_ ;;,.„M.„; ;„;-m.„,„;;(m PART TWO — Ihn Nalurn nf Ihn School 0is|ricI's Stoff

Iirogrora furtheA.
What is the size of your school districl.'? Q h'
(Ilao most recent Average Daily Membership figures.)

l.~ lncluding Lhn present school year, how long Ims„_
mo

_ ggg ,;_ ;;_;;oo _ ;·,'·;•;q the program been in eustence?
h. ITIDO

-
S'l7') r. I6,000

-
10,*199c_

sooo
_ ;o·gqg ;·_

g;Vooo
_ 2;.97) ‘n. I to } years c. 7 to ') yours,J_

uuooo um; nbovc b. ln to 6 years d. IU years and above

0. how many schools nahe up your district? 2* MV
""°

I·I"’ ‘"°‘J"°'“
"‘IU“I·°d?

M ; _
m

d_
M

_
60 a. Mandate from the State Department of

b. ll - 20 e. Al und uhove Ld"c"L"t‘" V _ _
C. Z.; _ m h. Initiative of this school dislrict_ _ . c. following n trend

I d. Other, please spccify.
C. How long have you been a uuperintendent?

a. Lesa than I year d. II to I5 years
b. I to 5 years n. I6 to Z0 years _c_

6 Lo m years
;-_ 2; ). How often are training sessions offered?

a. once a year D. Other. please
D. Have you ever served as u achool principal? b~ '~""~""

"
Y°‘"‘ ’·I’°'?"‘Y

,_,
c. once every other

a. Yee h. No_ Y°“*'
·

[_
pda, tn you;. iron"; nmminumnt la. Ilow are persons identified for the training?
did you receive formal preservice training for the

ncmo; dH;_,ic;_jp a. They are recruitrd hy the school rlistrict
4 through rccommeodntions of suprriors¤_

yu ;»,_
No b. Anyona who oxprcsses a desire to participatc

in program is selected for training
c. Tenloction is cnmpctitive lmsed nn results;-_

How mm.) ;m,„_. you ,,0;.km; gn um rich.; Dr of written tests, interviews und other
education? c"‘I-M"'-

d. Other, please specify.
a. Lean than a year d. Il to I5 years
b. I to S yours e. I6 tu 20ycarac.

6 to l0 years I'. ZI years und ahovn

E mu.; wh"; cntcqcfy mum you;. Mio y„;;jp 5. What in the maximum number of pnrticipants° selected for the training" _
a. 23 to Z') d. 50 to S') ‘-
b. )O to )7 o. 60 or above a. Laue than IO c. I6 to 20
c. A0 to In') b. ll to I5 d. ZI and above

c,-_“-
ML ¤¤ LM ¤¤o¤¤¤L d¤¤··¤¤ von have umen? 6- **=·· I¤··¤ I5 LM

L¤····~·¤¤ r··=~¤·¤?
—+..

. UA II? _, ii t 5 ;;-, )g '•· Itv A Mnlhs c. 7 tn Qmnu.5
Ä. MA' Dgälärats

U
b. In ta 6 months ¤d. IO montha und° above

(1I.D0ea your school districl currently have o formal :>p.;n.‘iU
staff development program for the identification
naar.-aamnnt, und training of prnspectxve principal:.in effect? ·
a. Yes h. No

NTIIE: lf you reaponded "I'en" to I, pleaae
proceed to Sections Two, Three, and T'our. If
your response waa "No," you have completed the
queotionnaire. Ihank you Tor your cooperation,.

•
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7, Whg conduqte the deyninpqnentng nci_iyi|_in,,7 PARI lI|!l[L ~ Ihn line nf Ihe Stuff Dnvelo cnl Prnarnm for_ ihn l_dentif@?•-I Ianennm-cg und Ürninlng ul llroepnclive
a. private eoneultsnte

]‘¤”l"•¢lß¤·••

h. central office adaunietrators
c. local univoreity educational administrative IM. Is the «lint¤·i:1'n prnnrnm for the idnnlifuznlinn.

staff assessment and development of proepective princapaln
d. a combination of all of the above uaed to select new principsls?
e. Other, please specify.

a. Yes b. No

' 15. How in the prnrirola uncd In select new prim npsls?

4 a. Purticipnntsi are rnnkml und hccume thi: pool uf
9, When, in [he genion nr [he [pgininq? qunlified cundirlstca from which new principal:

nre selected
‘

n, Annennnem, center b. Ihe Lramihzi in required for nll individualu
5, c°«npey,nney-5nneg {pnjnjnq oenking, promotion to the principalohip

· c. field-based trainlnq c. Irsirunu ie not u prersquieito for promotion,
e, tredltignel univgrgity eni_n·nei„ni-1, , het it does increase nn individunl'o chnneee
0. Other, please specify. for prmmlinn

.
'””

d. Other, please specify.

9. What are the skills developed ln the training?
16. How mnny new prineipels were appointed during the

a. management functions 1985~B6 school year?
b. leadership beheviors
c. lnstructlmal leadership skills a. None d. ll — 15
d. Standard tducatlonal Amlniatrstion Iopics b.

ll
- 5 ¤- 16 Md ¤b¤v¤

e. All of the above _ c. 6 · 10

10. What instructlonal strategies sro employed in the 17. Of the new principals, how many were filled by
components of training? persons who completed the principal training

_ program?
s. lecturs only
b. lscturea and seminare , a. None d. 11 - 15
c. lectures, role playing, aimlation games b. l — 5 e. l6 and above
d. other, please specify. ___ c. 6

-
10

10. Are lndividusln nppoihted to the principalehip
who have not participsted in the district's staff

ll. What evaluation proeeaees are used ta determine development program?
the neetsry of skills?

s. Yes b. No
a. written eoeaprerenaive exemination
b. observatlone and ratings an each training

ennpnonnl 17. Are there other crlterla unrd to aelect new
e. a eemblnatiodaf both

“a•‘
and

'·b••
· principals in your diatrict?

d. Other, please apseify. _
s. Yea b. No

20. lf "yee," what ern the additional crlterla?

·. Yes No
12. What ls the total cost to the nchnol district each H- Professional ¤¤P¤l'Ä¤¤C¤ __ _

tim the training is initlated? I b. Recominndationa___c.Interview results__a.
$1000 to $5000 a. $15,001 to $20,000 d. Writtan exminntion _ _

b. $5001 to $10,000 e. $20,001 and above a.._ Gthnr, release apecify.
c. $10,00l to $15,000 }-- -11-h«,··_ ri„.,„,.

_ :=I~·.e.iU
n

' 1). Where dn the moniea come from for providing the __ .

training program?

a. budgeted by the school dlstrict
b. funded hy the atate
c. funded by s federsl gran'.
d. funded jointly hy state und fudersl grsnts
e. other



PAR! FUUR - lmplicatinns for future Utility nf
Internal Staff Duvelnpment roqrams ur the
identification! Assessment und lraining JF
rospective riucipala

21. Ü: you view ditrict stff development programs for the

identification, assessment, und training of prospectiva

principals as an effective means for preparivg indlviduuls

for the principalahip?

u. Yes t:. No

22. How would you rate your di:ltrict‘:• program in the

sccomplishment af its purpose?

a. very successful
b. successful
e. unauccessful

Z}. Should participation in the diatrict‘s program hc

a prerequiaite for individual: seeking the principalship7

a. Yes 4
b. No
c. Undocioed

Zt. Should school systems be responsible for providing

preservice training for proapective principal¤7

a. Yes „
I:. No
c. Uudecided

Z5. Have you initiated or considered initiating any

changes in your current training program For potentialprincipals7 _
s. .Yes ts. No

Z6. lf "yss," what changes have you made or are suggesting

for future training programs in your district that can

be of benefit to other programs in the stute'*

27. Do you have any additional information that you would

like to share about your training program for potential

principal: that was not addressed in this guesticnnaire'!

s. Ye: b. No

lf "yeo," please specify.
4

ZB. Do you wish to have a copy of the survey rcaults.

a. Yes ti. No

lf "yea,‘° to whom should the results hl- sent?

(Name and address.)
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February 10, 1906

Dear

My name is Jacquclyn A. Weaver of Portsmouth, Virginia. I
am a junior high school assistant Drincipal in the Chesapeake,
Virginia Public School District and a doctoral candidate at

_ Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. I have
chosen to study staff development programs of public school
districts in Virginia for the identification, assessment, and
development of prospective principals as a dissertation project.

Research has continued to document the role of the school
principal as the key force in any kind of educational improvement.

lt has also documented the imperative need for the field of

educational administration to develop new forms af systematie,
ongoing activity for the training and development of school
leaders. To this end, the impetus of my research is to determine

the status of staff development programs in the public school

districts in Virginia for the identification, assessment, and
development of prospective principals.

Attached is a copy of the questionnaire that has been designed
for this research. Because of your expertise and experience in

educational leadership as indicated by Dr. Robert Richards,

the chairman of my dissertation committee, I would be most

grateful if you would take a few minutes out of your busy schedule

to respond to the questionnaire as it applies to your school
district. I would also appreciate your critique of the instrument

in terms of its contents and the clarity of the questions. Any

suggestions that you may have for the improvement of the instrument

would be most welcomed. A stamped—return envelope has been

provided for your convenience in returning the instrument with

your comments by February 21, 1986.

Please accept my thanks for yourtassistance and support in

this endeavor. I look forward to hearing from you on or before
February 21, 1906. A

Nßincerely,

,4/
_)

Jacquelyn A. Weaver

1 71
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e VIRGINIA I HCH

oavsami ur Ammnsioiiw ¤¤@~·¤¤'=i·v <Yi¤i' ¤¢“<¤ ¤¤·¢l«“¤x:
V^ 2·“><»¤

· April 11, IUUA

Dear Supcrintendentz _

My name is Jacuuelyn Weaver ot Purtsmouth, Viiißzu:„
I am a junior high assistant principal in the Chesapoake
Public School System and o doctoral candidate at Virginia
Polytechnie Institute and Stute University. I have rhosen
to study internal staff development programs of public

, school distriets in Virginia for the identification.
assessment, and training ot prospeclive princlpals as a
dissertation project.

Research has continued to document the role of the
school principal as the key force in any kind ot educational
Improvement. Further, it has continued ta document the
imperativc need Vor the Field ot educational administration
to develop new forms of systematie activity For the
Ü(‘V(“l ornrinit (it zzelwrio l snarn:ini‘r:1. Ilic r¤:si:I t:: rit tlinzi :;Iair|v
i·1 i. ll hel ;J I o idcn I. .i I' y I.he 2,: y s I, enial .I rr rs l a VI uevu lopmcnl.
activities ot public school distriets in Virginia Vor this
ournuse.

The attached questionnaire has been tested with a
sampling of north Carolina Superintendents, and it has
been revised in order to obtain all necessary data Fur
Ibis study while rcquiring only ten minute; nt ynur time,
I realizc you receive a lot ot questionoaires, but your
input is essential to the outcome of this study.

It would be appreciated it you would complete the
attached questionnairc prior to April Zütb and return it
in the stamped cnvelope encloscd. I will he pleased tn
send you a summary of the suryey_yesnlts if you desire,

Thank you For your cooperation.

_ Sinccrely yours, t

Jacquelyn A. Weaver

Virgioti Polyicclmic Institute and Smlc University
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GEA! *h¢_CJie2¤pe91<1@_E¤bIF¤$·=h¤¤is”_~°”°‘"”°”i”°‘°-”“—'—'—'°"'°'*°’_"— /_ ^1

WESTERN BRANCH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL gg
4207 H¤wI<sIey

DriveChesopeoke,Virginia 23321
I<‘”{·:rL"‘

I
May 20, 1986

Dear Superintendent:

Several weeks ago, I mailed you a questionnaire concerning current

programs of school divisions for the identification, assessment, and

training of prospective principals; a part of a study that 1 am con-
ducting to determine the present status of prospective principal
training in our state. As an experienced administrator, your re-
sponses will contribute significantly toward providing preliminary
information about effective strategies for identifying, assessing,
and the training of prospective principals.

I have enclosed another copy ef the questionnaire and would appreci-

ate it if you would complete it and return it in the stamped, return
envelope by May 30, 1986.

Your assistance and cooperation is genuinely appreciated.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

· Jacquelyn A. Weaver
Assistant Principal

Encl.
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